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High School Math Reference Sheet

1 inch � 2.54 centimeters 1 kilometer � 0.62 mile 1 cup � 8 fluid ounces
1 meter � 39.37 inches 1 pound � 16 ounces 1 pint � 2 cups
1 mile � 5280 feet 1 pound � 0.454 kilogram 1 quart � 2 pints
1 mile � 1760 yards 1 kilogram � 2.2 pounds 1 gallon � 4 quarts
1 mile � 1.609 kilometers 1 ton � 2000 pounds 1 gallon � 3.785 liters

1 liter � 0.264 gallon
1 liter � 1000 cubic centimeters

Triangle A � bh1
2

Parallelogram A � bh

Circle A � πr2

Circle C � πd or C � 2πr

General Prisms V � Bh

Cylinder V � πr2h

Sphere V � πr34
3

Cone V � πr2h1
3

Pyramid V � Bh1
3

Pythagorean
Theorem a2 � b2 � c2

Quadratic
Formula x �

� �  �    b
a

b2

2
4ac

Arithmetic
Sequence

an � a1 � (n � 1)d

Geometric
Sequence

an � a1r n � 1

Geometric
Series

Sn � where r � 1
a a r

r

n
1 1

1

  �  

�

Radians 1 radian � degrees180
π

Degrees 1 degree � radiansπ
180

Exponential
Growth/Decay

A � A0ek(t � t0) � B0
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The University of the State of New York

REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL EXAMINATION

ALGEBRA I (Common Core)
Thursday, June 16, 2016 — 9:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., only

Student Name:________________________________________________________

School Name: ______________________________________________________________

Print your name and the name of your school on the lines above.
A separate answer sheet for Part I has been provided to you. Follow the

instructions from the proctor for completing the student information on your answer
sheet.

This examination has four parts, with a total of 37 questions. You must answer
all questions in this examination. Record your answers to the Part I multiple-choice
questions on the separate answer sheet. Write your answers to the questions in
Parts II, III, and IV directly in this booklet. All work should be written in pen,
except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. Clearly indicate
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs,
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your
answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale.

The formulas that you may need to answer some questions in this examination
are found at the end of the examination. This sheet is perforated so you may remove
it from this booklet. 

Scrap paper is not permitted for any part of this examination, but you may use
the blank spaces in this booklet as scrap paper. A perforated sheet of scrap graph
paper is provided at the end of this booklet for any question for which graphing may
be helpful but is not required. You may remove this sheet from this booklet. Any
work done on this sheet of scrap graph paper will not be scored.

When you have completed the examination, you must sign the statement printed
at the end of the answer sheet, indicating that you had no unlawful knowledge of the
questions or answers prior to the examination and that you have neither given 
nor received assistance in answering any of the questions during the examination.
Your answer sheet cannot be accepted if you fail to sign this declaration.

ALGEBRA I (COMMON CORE)

DO NOT OPEN THIS EXAMINATION BOOKLET UNTIL THE SIGNAL IS GIVEN.

Notice…

A graphing calculator and a straightedge (ruler) must be available for you to use while taking this
examination.

ALGEBRA I (COMMON CORE)

The possession or use of any communications device is strictly prohibited when taking this 
examination. If you have or use any communications device, no matter how briefly, your examination
will be invalidated and no score will be calculated for you.



Part I

Answer all 24 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial
credit will be allowed. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your
answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For each statement or question,
choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers
the question. Record your answers on your separate answer sheet. [48]

Use this space for
computations.1 The expression x4 � 16 is equivalent to

(1) (x2 � 8)(x2 � 8) (3) (x2 � 4)(x2 � 4)

(2) (x2 � 8)(x2 � 8) (4) (x2 � 4)(x2 � 4)

2 An expression of the fifth degree is written with a leading coefficient
of seven and a constant of six. Which expression is correctly written
for these conditions?

(1) 6x5 � x4 � 7 (3) 6x7 � x5 � 5

(2) 7x6 � 6x4 � 5 (4) 7x5 � 2x2 � 6

3 The table below shows the year and the number of households in 
a building that had high-speed broadband internet access.

For which interval of time was the average rate of change the smallest?

(1) 2002 – 2004 (3) 2004 – 2006

(2) 2003 – 2005 (4) 2005 – 2007

Number of
Households

11 16 23 33 42 47

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [2]



4 The scatterplot below compares the number of bags of popcorn and
the number of sodas sold at each performance of the circus over
one week.

Which conclusion can be drawn from the scatterplot?

(1) There is a negative correlation between popcorn sales and soda
sales.

(2) There is a positive correlation between popcorn sales and soda
sales.

(3) There is no correlation between popcorn sales and soda sales.

(4) Buying popcorn causes people to buy soda.

5 The Celluloid Cinema sold 150 tickets to a movie. Some of these were
child tickets and the rest were adult tickets. A child ticket cost $7.75
and an adult ticket cost $10.25. If the cinema sold $1470 worth  
of tickets, which system of equations could be used to determine
how many adult tickets, a, and how many child tickets, c, were sold?

(1) a � c � 150 (3) a � c � 150
10.25a � 7.75c � 1470 7.75a � 10.25c � 1470

(2) a � c � 1470 (4) a � c � 1470
10.25a � 7.75c � 150 7.75a � 10.25c � 150

y

x

500

450

400

350

300

250

200

150

15
0

20
0

25
0

30
0

35
0

40
0
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0

50
0
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Popcorn Sales

Popcorn Sales and Soda Sales

Use this space for
computations.
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6 The tables below show the values of four different functions for
given values of x.

Which table represents a linear function?

(1) f(x) (3) h(x)

(2) g(x) (4) k(x)

7 The acidity in a swimming pool is considered normal if the average
of three pH readings, p, is defined such that 7.0 � p � 7.8. 
If the first two readings are 7.2 and 7.6, which value for the third
reading will result in an overall rating of normal?

(1) 6.2 (3) 8.6

(2) 7.3 (4) 8.8

8 Dan took 12.5 seconds to run the 100-meter dash. He calculated
the time to be approximately

(1) 0.2083 minute (3) 0.2083 hour

(2) 750 minutes (4) 0.52083 hour

9 When 3x � 2 � 5(x � 4) is solved for x, the solution is

(1) x � 3 (3) x � �11

(2) x � 3 (4) x � 11

x

1

2

3

4

f(x)

12

19

26

33

x

1

2

3

4

g(x)

–1

1

5

13

x

1

2

3

4

h(x)

9

12

17

24

x

1

2

3

4

k(x)

–2

4

14

28

Use this space for
computations.
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10 The expression 3(x2 � 1) � (x2 � 7x � 10) is equivalent to

(1) 2x2 � 7x � 7 (3) 2x2 � 7x � 9

(2) 2x2 � 7x � 13 (4) 2x2 � 7x � 11

11 The range of the function f(x) � x2 � 2x � 8 is all real numbers

(1) less than or equal to �9

(2) greater than or equal to �9

(3) less than or equal to �1

(4) greater than or equal to �1

12 The zeros of the function f(x) � x2 � 5x � 6 are

(1) �1 and 6 (3) 2 and �3

(2) 1 and �6 (4) �2 and 3

13 In a sequence, the first term is 4 and the common difference is 3.
The fifth term of this sequence is

(1) �11 (3) 16

(2) �8 (4) 19

14 The growth of a certain organism can be modeled by 
C(t) � 10(1.029)24t, where C(t) is the total number of cells after
t hours. Which function is approximately equivalent to C(t)? 

(1) C(t) � 240(.083)24t (3) C(t) � 10(1.986)t

(2) C(t) � 10(.083)t (4) C(t) � 240(1.986)
t___

24

Use this space for
computations.
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Use this space for
computations.15 A public opinion poll was taken to explore the relationship between

age and support for a candidate in an election. The results of the poll
are summarized in the table below.

What percent of the 21–40 age group was for the candidate?

(1) 15 (3) 40

(2) 25 (4) 60

16 Which equation and ordered pair represent the correct vertex form
and vertex for j(x) � x2 � 12x � 7?

(1) j(x) � (x � 6)2 � 43,  (6,43)

(2) j(x) � (x � 6)2 � 43,  (�6,43)

(3) j(x) � (x � 6)2 � 29,  (6,�29)

(4) j(x) � (x � 6)2 � 29,  (�6,�29)

17 A student invests $500 for 3 years in a savings account that earns 
4% interest per year. No further deposits or withdrawals are made
during this time. Which statement does not yield the correct balance
in the account at the end of 3 years?

(1) 500(1.04)3

(2) 500(1 � .04)3

(3) 500(1 � .04)(1 � .04)(1 � .04)

(4) 500 � 500(.04) � 520(.04) � 540.8(.04)

Age For Against No Opinion

21–40 30 12 8

41–60 20 40 15

Over 60 25 35 15

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [6]



18 The line represented by the equation 4y � 2x � 33.6 shares 
a solution point with the line represented by the table below.

The solution for this system is

(1) (�14.0,�1.4) (3) (1.9,4.6)

(2) (�6.8,5.0) (4) (6.0,5.4)

19 What is the solution of the equation 2(x � 2)2 � 4 � 28?

(1) 6, only (3) 2 and �6

(2) 2, only (4) 6 and �2

20 The dot plot shown below represents the number of pets owned by
students in a class.

Which statement about the data is not true?

(1) The median is 3.

(2) The interquartile range is 2.

(3) The mean is 3.

(4) The data contain no outliers.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

x

–5

–2

2

4

y

3.2

3.8

4.6

5

11 6.4

Use this space for
computations.
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21 What is the largest integer, x, for which the value of
f(x) � 5x4 � 30x2 � 9 will be greater than the value of g(x) � 3x?

(1) 7 (3) 9

(2) 8 (4) 10

22 The graphs of the functions f(x) � |x � 3| � 1 and g(x) � 2x � 1 are
drawn. Which statement about these functions is true?

(1) The solution to f(x) � g(x) is 3.

(2) The solution to f(x) � g(x) is 1.

(3) The graphs intersect when y � 1.

(4) The graphs intersect when x � 3.

23 A store sells self-serve frozen yogurt sundaes. The function C(w)
represents the cost, in dollars, of a sundae weighing w ounces.
An appropriate domain for the function would be

(1) integers

(2) rational numbers

(3) nonnegative integers

(4) nonnegative rational numbers

24 Sara was asked to solve this word problem: “The product of two
consecutive integers is 156. What are the integers?”
What type of equation should she create to solve this problem?

(1) linear (3) exponential

(2) quadratic (4) absolute value

Use this space for
computations.



25 Given that f(x) � 2x � 1, find g(x) if g(x) � 2[ f(x)]2 
� 1.

26 Determine if the product of and is rational or irrational. Explain your answer.3 2 8 18

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [9] [OVER]

Part II

Answer all 8 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs,
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [16]



27 On the set of axes below, draw the graph of y � x2 � 4x � 1.

State the equation of the axis of symmetry.

y

x

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [10]



28 Amy solved the equation 2x2 � 5x � 42 � 0. She stated that the solutions to the equation were
and �6. Do you agree with Amy’s solutions? Explain why or why not.

7
2

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [11] [OVER]



29 Sue and Kathy were doing their algebra homework. They were asked to write the equation of 

the line that passes through the points (�3,4) and (6,1). Sue wrote y � 4 � � (x � 3) and Kathy

wrote y � � x � 3. Justify why both students are correct.1
3

1
3

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [12]



30 During a recent snowstorm in Red Hook, NY, Jaime noted that there were 4 inches of snow on
the ground at 3:00 p.m., and there were 6 inches of snow on the ground at 7:00 p.m.

If she were to graph these data, what does the slope of the line connecting these two points
represent in the context of this problem?

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [13] [OVER]



31 The formula for the sum of the degree measures of the interior angles of a polygon is 
S � 180(n � 2). Solve for n, the number of sides of the polygon, in terms of S.

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [14]



32 In the diagram below, f(x) � x3 � 2x2 is graphed. Also graphed is g(x), the result of a translation
of f(x).

Determine an equation of g(x). Explain your reasoning.

x

y

–3 –2 –1 0 1 2

1

2

–1

–2

–3

–4

g(x)

f(x)

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [15] [OVER]



33 The height, H, in feet, of an object dropped from the top of a building after t seconds is given by
H(t) � �16t2 � 144.

How many feet did the object fall between one and two seconds after it was dropped?

Determine, algebraically, how many seconds it will take for the object to reach the ground.

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [16]

Part III

Answer all 4 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs,
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [16]
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34 The sum of two numbers, x and y, is more than 8. When you double x and add it to y, the sum is
less than 14.

Graph the inequalities that represent this scenario on the set of axes below.

Kai says that the point (6,2) is a solution to this system. Determine if he is correct and explain
your reasoning.

y

x



35 An airplane leaves New York City and heads toward Los Angeles. As it climbs, the plane gradually
increases its speed until it reaches cruising altitude, at which time it maintains a constant speed
for several hours as long as it stays at cruising altitude. After flying for 32 minutes, the plane
reaches cruising altitude and has flown 192 miles. After flying for a total of 92 minutes, the plane
has flown a total of 762 miles.

Determine the speed of the plane, at cruising altitude, in miles per minute.

Write an equation to represent the number of miles the plane has flown, y, during x minutes at
cruising altitude, only.

Assuming that the plane maintains its speed at cruising altitude, determine the total number of
miles the plane has flown 2 hours into the flight.

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [18]



36 On the set of axes below, graph

g(x) � x � 1

and

f(x) �

How many values of x satisfy the equation f(x) � g(x)? Explain your answer, using evidence from
your graphs.

y

x

2 1, 1

2 , 12

x x

x x

� �

� �

≤

>

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪⎪

1
2
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37 Franco and Caryl went to a bakery to buy desserts. Franco bought 3 packages of cupcakes and 
2 packages of brownies for $19. Caryl bought 2 packages of cupcakes and 4 packages of brownies
for $24. Let x equal the price of one package of cupcakes and y equal the price of one package
of brownies.

Write a system of equations that describes the given situation.

On the set of axes below, graph the system of equations.

Determine the exact cost of one package of cupcakes and the exact cost of one package of
brownies in dollars and cents. Justify your solution.

y

x

Algebra I (Common Core) – June ’16 [20]

Part IV

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc.
Utilize the information provided to determine your answer. Note that diagrams are not 
necessarily drawn to scale. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only
1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should
be done in pencil. [6]



Part I 

Answer all 24 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial 
credit will be allowed. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your 
answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For each statement or question, 
choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers 
the question. Record your answers on yo. ur separate answer sheet. [ 48] 

"P ,' .P~e.f"J:L "'~- 0 ..+--
~ '?e./·~~-+ S ~c:a...r'i:...5. Use this space for 

1 The expression _x4 - 16 is equivalent to computations. 

(1) (x2 + B)(x; - 8) c(3) (x2 + 4)(x~- 4D o-2- b "2. "' ~.\-~ &-- b) 
(2) (x2 - 8)(x2 - 8) (4) (x2 - 4)(x2 - 4) . /...· · . (., ,. ) - -·· - --t-lb .=l'(2·-1-1j)~ ~ 

~" ~e____s. i- e.7'~ O~L-1-..\- o..P Q.. \Jo-,-- 1
\ o..1 'e._ ·, ~ <§ 

2 An expression of the fifth degre_!Lis written with a leading coefficient 
of seven and a constant of six. Which expression is correctly written 
for these conditions? 

(1) 6x5 + x4 -¢_ (3) 6{lj_ x5 

(2) ;/1J- 6x4 -~ 4 7x·5 + 2x2 + 6 /;"---- U> v'\.S f Q..~ ~· 
J •· Cr, . _1_ It._ \;,~\.,cl- e..iu.o..._~+ ;.S S 
e~ l "'~ O> e.·~\ C-HLr\\ i.s ....., _J • ,. ----.... ---------·--·--

3 The table below shows the year and the number of households in 
a building that had high-speed broadband internet access. 

Number of 
11 16 23 33 42 47 

Households 

Vear 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

For which interval of time was the average rate of chan~ the smallest? 

((1) 2002:- 2004::J 6 (3) 2004 -2006 9 Yt.. -=: 
(2) 2003 - 2005 8 v~ (4) 2005 - 2001 7 

()) 
23 - /I ... I 'C.. =-b (t/)' ff\ -:: ~~- 23 - Ji_ q~ - - - 2..0Dk -2ot>'f - ~ -IY1 -
~" .. 2,i>0'2. 2.. 

)!) M 
.. 33- 16 - 17 - BY~J4) M:.. ~..., - ~J'. - ' 4 =-7 - ~ --- 2007--200?' - z:-2. 010$"'· 'L oo.3 2. 
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4 The scatterplot below compares the number of bags of popcorn and 
the number of sodas sold at each performance of the circus over 
one week. 

(1) 

(3) 

(4) 

Popcorn Sales and Soda Sales 

y 

Popcorn Sales 

There is a positive correlation between popcorn sales and soda 
sales. 

~_,,,.--~"-?l~ 
etween popcorn sales and soda sales. 

s people to buy soda. 

5 The Celluloid Cinema sold 150 tickets to a movie. Some of these were 
child tickets and the rest.,;;;; adult tickets. A child ticket cost $7.75 
and an adult ticket cost $10.25. If the cine.;a sold $1470 worth 
of tickets, which system of equations could be used to determine 
how many adult tickets, a, and how many child tickets, c, were sold? 

a + c = 150 (3) a + c = 150 
10.25a + 7.75c = 1470 ~+~ 1470 

~)a+c= ~)a+c=~ 
10.25a + . c = 150 7.75a + 10.25c = 150 

Algebra I (Common Core)-June '16 [3] 

Use this space for 
computations. 

I 5-/- 45 ~-l- .Q.._....-.c.. ~ 
o....+C... =- 'S-0 

2 II. J. s e."I. + e.."'-c..e.... 
/0. z<0--f 71~=/47D 

[OVER] 



6 The tables below show the values of four different functions for 
given values of x. 

Use this space for 
computations. 

x f(x) 

1 12 

2 19 

3 26 

4 33 

.. 

.,. 

'}7 

7 
7 

x 

1 

2 

3 

4 

g(x) 

-1 

1 

5 

13 

' 2 
J ..,. -

> B 

x 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Which table represents a linear function? 

((1) f(x)J 
(2) g(x) 

(3) h(x) 

(4) k(x) 

h(x) 

9 

12 

17 

24 

x k(x) 

~ 
1 -2 

2 4 

3 14 

4 28 

> 
I'> 
"" 

> 
10 

I Cf 

A . /) he:>~ I 1 ,... ,(l...o-./"" +: i.." c:.. 

0- c.o ,,._r:;.t-o-~ '~ e. 
V-a. .. v, A Y 

M "'-s,.\- h c.V-(.. 

est c,.\--. ~"') ~ , 

ff\ = La ::: ------

Xl. ... )(\ b. X I ~J- .slo iJJS a.... 

@·~ +\...i. o ... \y u~.\- c.ir~ '* c),.u-j~ 
7 The acidity in a swimming pool is considered normal if th~ayerag~--.,...s---------
_2f three. pH readin~. I' is defined such that 7.0 < p < 7.8. 
If the first two readings are 7.2 and 7.6, which value for the third 0 
reading will result in an overall rating of normal? f ,· + f z. '°*'" I$ 

.kt}5.2 Jt/,fJ+t,z = 21 A 8.6 tll.6r9.~ =23.i.+- p = ~· ~ 
(i2) 7.3~/9. e+u ::.zz.,I )4 8.Bf'l,gtfJ.8.::2!.b 5 p ~ p ,+ fz. -\-P:s 

f1 + Pz. = 14. B 3(7) <. 3 f' ~ 3(7. 8) 
2' < /q;Bf_: "- 2 s, 4 

8 Dan took 12.5 seconds to run the 100-meter dash. He calculated '\__ _________ _ 

the time to be approximately 

(fl) 0.2083 minute) (3) 0.2083 hour 

(2) 750 minutes ( 4) 0.52083 hour 

9 When 3x + 2 < 5(x - 4) is solved for x, the solution is 

(1) x < 3 

(2) x > 3 

Algebra I (Common Core) - June '16 

(3) x :=:; -11 

((4) x ~ 11:) 

[4] 

3X + 2 ~ S-(x-<-t) 
s x + 2 ~ -S-1-,. - 2. 0 

22 S 2X 
JI ~ x 
x ~II 



10 The expression 3(x2 - 1) - (x2 - 1x + 10) is equivalent to 

( 1) 2x2 - 7 x + 7 ( 3) 2x2 - 7 x + 9 

@ 2x2 + 1x - if) (4) 2x2 + 1x - 11 

Use this space for 
computations. 

3(X':.1)-{t_ •- 7 X +ID~ 
~~-£~~ -~· 4;,;;rX ~ 
~'K 2 -t7X - \3 

*\... ______________ ___ 
11 The r2:98"£:of the function f(x) = x2 + 2x - 8 is all real numbers 

'" (1) less than ore ual to -9 (') 
( o_"°'C\ '2._ ~ +- '/ (2) greater than or equal to -9 -:J 

(3) less than or equal to -1 A ~ \,, 
(4) greater than or equal to -1 di 0 ~ ""-;. "- C X. \\e!-J( 

,_ 
l} J ~ o~ ){ wke..."'-

~ y ;: ze....<o . 
12 The zeros gf the functionf(x) = x2 - 5x - 6 are 

<Jl) -! and !f) (3) 2 and -3 .<::; : t/ 
(2) 1 and -6 (4) -2 and 3 jV · 

-l 

13 In a sequence, the first term is 4 and the common difference is 3. 
The fifth term of this sequence is 

(1) -11 

(2) -8 

CJ3f-16-0 
(4) 19 

4 
I r..s+-

7 
2~J 

14 The growth of a certain organism can be modeled by 
C(t) = 10(1.029)24t, where C(t) is the total number of cells after 
t hours. Which function is approximately equivalent to C(t)? 

(1) C(t) ~ 240(.083)24t c~l.986)q 
(2) C(t) = 10(.083)t (4) C(t) = 240(1.986)24 

/,()29 Z'I 
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15 A public opinion poll was taken to explore the relationship between 
age and support for a candidate in an election. The results of the poll 
are summarized in the table below. 

~ 

Use this space for 
computations. 

Age For Against No Opinion 

21-40 30 12 8 
,._<:--k,~ ~ 30-1-\z-t-8 :::5D 

41-60 20 40 15 

Over 60 '25 35 15 

. 1' 
What percent of the 21-40 age groug was~ the candidate? -(1) 15 (3) 40 

(2) 25 CI4) 6oJ 

30~~ 
-'="O fo J-o.l 

30 )<. - ------'5°0 - 100 

X=bO 
16 Which equation and ordered pair represent the cor~vertex fo~---------, 

and vertex forj(x) = x2 - 12x + 7? --:2___ 
){')j(x) = (x - 6)-2 + 43, ~.\~ \ 

~- "(x) = (x - 6)2 + 43, 

(3) j(x) = (x - 6)2 - 29, 

.)M'. j(x) = (x - 6)2 - 29, 

.,-i;e.. ve..r..+e...')(. ~ a__s 

~.J,·"c:t-~ (b) -2 ~)l 
17 A student invests $500 for 3 years in a savings account that earns 

4% interest per year. No further deposits or withdrawals are made 
during this time. Which statement does not yield the correct balance 
in the account at the end of 3 years? . 

(1) 500(1.04)3 = S--6 2 ,. l/ 3 2 

([2) 500(1 - ~04t)-=: q '+ z -3/, s 
(3) 500(1 + .04)(1 + .04)(1 + .04) = ~62. L/ 3 2 
(4) 500 + 500(.04) + 520(.04) + 540.8(.04) == s-gz. 45Z 
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18 The line represented by the equation 411 + 2x = 33.6., shares 
a solution point with the line represented by the table below. 

~-t-~~~ 
l)s~ \ ,~e-c:. r ~ 

- o." ~s.,o (\.. 
(~~\ .... .J~~ 

,\-\.. e.- .Q. ' ,). 
~o \ ,.._ 1' ~ Ut, ~ 

~::.1-

x y 

-5 3.2 

-2 3.8 

2 4.6 

4 5 

11 6.4 

The solution for this system is 

(3) (1.9,4.6) 

Use this space for 
computations. 

(1) (-14.0, -1.4) 

(2) ( -6.8,5.0) ~ ~--~----===~~--~~--~-
2(x+0z - 4 = 28 

19 What is the solution of the equation 2(x + 2 - 4 = 28? 2 ( X "Z + 'f X ~ l}-) · ~ = 2 8 
(1) 6, only (3) 2 and -6 J.X-a.+-flX t 8 -4 =-2. B 
(2) 2, only (4) 6 and -2 2.X z+ 8 )< _ 2'-1 : C 

fo /' ""'--..... \ 0-

5\...e "-~ Q--=2.--~~ 'K ::. -b~ J~ "'- ~Q...C-
t = 8 ZQ.,. --

20 The dot plot shown below represents the number of pfts~~e~ by -/, = -8 :i JS>~ ~ ( ~t 2!l 
students in a class. 2.. ( ~ 

Q, =z • • 
~z :;.3 • • 

• • • &s ::4 • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
o1 1 2 3 4 s 6 

~ 0 I I Z(2Z.22 3/3 333 tJ/4- 4 S-ttf:' (:; 
Which statement about the data is not true? 

(1) The median is 3. Tr""--e. , ~ z. :::. 3 
A Q :2 

(2) The inter uartile range is 2. Jr..,...Q_ U<3 - \ 

3 The mean is 3. l\)ot +r-a.. = x- = ~~ -:: Z, 75'" 

(4) The data contain no outliers. ~ 
1r~e.... 
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)(::: -8-Lb ~ :;_:-8+~ 
4 c.J 

x:: -f ~=t 
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21 What is the largest integer, x, for which the value of 
f(x) = 5x4 + 30x2 + 9 will be greater than the value of g(x) = 3x? 

Use this space for 
computations . 

(1) 7 ~ d*-:£!:~2.lc&- .+-o..1)~ 
(2) 8 (4) 10 flp 

,!"+ep J o~ uc.. \ ...... ~ 
5' / rJ"jj : ~f J b..IJ. fl~J-. 00 --~ 

'"' Q... j ra..r!-i~"] eel ~~o r 
22 The graphs of the functions fix)~ Ix~ 31 + 1andg(x)~2x + 1 are "\ 

-

ftxJ q(j) x 
7 1348Y 2.\8/ 

8 22~6~ ~->61 

c; 3S"zef't 19,i3 
-
/0 ~.fotl1 "!:'ttJ '19 

drawn. Which statement about these functions is true? ~ 
(1) The solution to {x) = g(x) i.fJ:> l ..__ __ /) ________ _ 

5-f.-.: I .1J1o...;:r bo}k t"""~L~=~ ·, "'-

·-

2) The solution to f(x) = g(x) is 1. ~ ' . \ l ~ c -+-
,_ <o-p\...' --c::..... C..c.... c......_, o,_; 

(3) The graphs intersect w en J \ J '\ \ \ 
h h l "SD e..d q C'"c..~ \_ O."J... -ttJ-..!) e__ 

( 4) The grap s intersect w e x v \ ci~s .\-t .Q,~ So \ '-.-\\ 0 l\S or 

~ e.. 3 ~ks '~-\.e..e-Se. c.. \~,\-er 5 e..c=\\o "'s, 
Q... :li"- ~I) 3) s:f-~ z cf: 1.~ ,' r-.c_~C- w re~ O.."-S \,lole.r.S 

>C,, y) 
23 A store se s self-serve frozen yogurt sundaes. The function C(w) 

represents the cost, in dollars, of a sundae weighing w ounces. 
An appropriate domain for the function would be 

(1) integers - \\ e..~~~·,we... '("\~"""-ke_r~ ~~ke..., ''f\0 S e..f\.S e_ 

(2) rational numbers - (\EU\ c;.,~1 \J e.. ~.ra..c.. +, o 1\...S ""' o-.~ L "'o Se..."' .S 4L_ 

(3) nonnegative integers - ~~ \S \ S ~ O c cl 
@) nonnegative rational numbeV- -r~\S \~ 'o&e...r 

24 Sara was asked to solve this word problem: "The product of two 
consecutiye integers is 156. What are the integers?" 
What type of equation should she create to solve this problem? 

(1) linear 

Q2) quacfratic:J 

(3) exponential 

(4) absolute value 

LeJ(x) r~~ese"\- '"""'e.. ..Q,<s-\- ~\~.\e.~c...r ... 

Le..+ (X-+--V rep r e_s Q."'-1- ~ ~ t\ ~ '°"' S" ec..""'""+ '-~--e.._.....__J 
tJr<+-e.. (x)( ~+1):; IS-' ~~s 1'! o-

X2 + )( = I S--6 ~ 'l. v-"-J r .... ~·,c:.. 
Xa. + x- t~6: D e \J"'ca..~' 0 "" 
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Part II 

Answer all 8 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [ 16] 

25 Given thatf(x) = 2x + 1, find g(x) if g(x) = 2[f(x)]2 - 1. A;sc J [3 == 2 (21~+1)>C - ~ 
or 

3 t.x) == 2 ( i.J x z + 4 x + 0 -I 

<3 lx.) = 8 X z_ + BX+ Z - \ 

'J ( J..) :: tax z ~ 8 7\ + \ 

26 Determine if the product of 3.J2 and s.Jls is rational or irrational. Explain your answer. 

' -
Algebra I (Common Core) - June '16 [9] [OVER] 



27 On the set of axes below, draw the graph of y = x2 - 4x - 1. 

I y 
\ 4 

D ,, 
' -4 
2 -'5" x 

3 -t./ 

LI -I 
!' '-I 

State the equation of the axis of symmetry. 
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28 Arny solved the equation ~2 + 5x - 42 - O Sh d 
and -6. Do you agree with Amy's soluti:ns? E~;::e w:·~,i:,~~o~:~ons to the equation were ~ 

2J.-'Z.4---S-X -42=0 

z f!z:. )'-t-?{f-)-42 ~ 

2(~)-t- ~S: -L\Z.=D 

~48 + /].S--4-Z=D 

2<.1.5" +11.5'"- 42. .:.o 
4 2 - t.1-2 =o 

O=O / 

(-b) 
2 Xz4-S'°'X ... 42.=() 

2. {-i) ~ +-"5{-1,)- 'I Z.. e 0 

2 (36) -10 - c.Jz_ ==o 
7?. - 7 z. :=; 0 

0 .::.o / 

(\""fl Sb )'-'-f ~o n..s 

MQ_\c;'L --\-'he_ 
~~-\-~o~ 
+-c~e... T -
~ <ea_ w~ A-h 

AVV"\y. 

5"+c-~~'f~2 
~ ~p \e_.\-e._ -1-"'e... 
5 9._U'-C.('°"~ 
2X -a-r5'~-tl2. =o 
x 2 1" f x -2 \ =o 
X 2 ""'.S:. x ::: Z\ z. 

()l.+--f)'": 2) ~(ff 
~ .. :fi) ~ = 2 \ .\ ff 
&+~),.: .3J'b+2~ .., , , 
~4- ~) 1. = 3'61 

10 

~4-~ =± J» \" 
'i+*=± ~ 
x = -!"" .:t-tr 
x :. .Lf 'I. = -=l~ ':L 

x: {/~ x: -&/ 
.:I: 0.,5 , e.,...... . 

A~/' s.1~=!-zo,.r 
o...re_ c..occe_c:__ \~ 

I 5n L.); j ~e.
e~ w..a_-\-io ~ b j 
Co VV'p l ~-h~ "_) ~-<.. 
S l ._c-.r e_ ? r l>eiL .... Uii!..S 

..tk ~ s~ t't\. e.. ~o I J u..u-
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S:-f r.,_~ J ::!lo 3 
V"a...c.-\-or '°! Gro~· ·"~ 

2 X, +-S-X - t.iz -=-D 

\o..c.\::. 84 \ -- e ~ 
~ ..... ~or_so~ 1N f_ ~ ~ 

t.l' i,\ 
6 • ) lf 

(ffJ5 
f<E?f)a.ce_ S'X w ;~ 12- X - 7X 

:2.Xi+ \2.X -7X -t.l"2. =O 

(n •..1, 12x) -r (-7x-~z) =D 

1 x {_ x +{, )-7 (i. +b) ::: 0 

& X-7) [-;...+I.) :::: 0 

'2.x-1-::.0 

2 ~ :::7 

,(:;ti 
.:r ~ nLfL . 
A ,,,.. yl so I .... A·, ., n.s a..r~ 

C.0('(" Q.~, ~O) IJ ,',..,_S .-r\.. L 

e.'l """"-+' 0¥"\. b 1 ~~~ .. : "j 
~ rc:>J _._'2.S ..\-\-e..... s c..-.L 

So l-+\ ~Y'\.r · 



29 Sue and Kathy were doing their algebra homework. They were asked to write the equation of 

the line that passes through the points (-3,4) and (6,1). Sue wrote y - 4 = _ l_ (x + 3) and Kathy 
1 . 3 

wrote y = -3x + 3. Justify why both students are correct. 

s:~~ (Y.) 
Y.-4 = --3-(x+3) 

x= -~(x+s)~4 

:C.-.t' ..::\- bo.\-l ~ ._c:._~'t>"--1 \"- Cl- s ~c.~\.. :.__\ 
CQ..\C.."-\ ~\-or ~~ \r-.. S ~e..e-\. ~e._ j C-o..f(~ a.~~ 
.\.- o.. 'o \<LS ... 

I , 
x Y, Yz. 

-b '5' ~ 
,_ 

-3 4 <1 

D 3 3 
3 2 2 

- \ b \ 
f-t t'\..S IAJ .cf . 

-g,,.+i_ .sf-_J e.,,,.h a...re_ U> ,... re.._\ b ~ ... ~L -\-\.., L 

y-... ~h.. 1>~ b.\-\... ~ ~ai-.\\~ "-' ~<US .\\,_ r .. --~ \... 
~ L. ?'° \ ""\:s (-!J 4) Q._.._ cl. {J J 0. ~e... el"'°'c.\:1 "'"~ 
J es c .- : b e +k CL S' c:..('>'"\ e.. re.\.:..+ ~ 0 " .£ \,.,' 1 p bJ i..Je.el\ 

-\-\-_ t... · 'I.. C-.f'I l '/ IJ ~ r\ ~ ~ \ e.S • 
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30 During a recent snowstorm in Red Hook, NY, Jaime noted thatthere were 4 inches of snow on 
the ground at 3:00 p.m., and there were 6 inches of snow on the ground at 7:00 p.m. 

If she were to graph these data, what does the slope of the line connecting these two points 
represent in the context of this problem? · 

' 

") 8 --
~ 7.- .. 

v) 6-~ 
C:..-\:- 5 - -

{) </ .. -
_J 3--

\J '2 --

H ' ~L--+--__),..--4---_,.__,__~-r' 
.\ '\ \ 

\ \ " ' \ . \ 
) ' o 6 7 \ z_ 3 ~ s-

-r;-~e.. c-9 De_/ 

AW"\svJ Q..r 

Ca:>~te_)(.+ ~f +h·,_s 

-® --4 

p n,6\e.~J 

-+·~e. ~lope. o-t -+~~ l,·~e_ {"' .e._ f> r e_5. CL""-".ts 

-+hQ._ ra-+e-

/he- rQ._te... 

\ .s 

of SV1ou..i fa. JI ;"j 
of - 21,,.J..,..s ,J s .... o"-! 

\..\ ~Cl~('~ 

~I{\. 0 u.,;) \ ""~ o..+ 0 .. :(\. 

Vz. '""~ ~u 
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31 The formula for the sum of the degree measures of the interior angles of a polygon is 
S = 180(n - 2). Solve for n, the number of sides of the polygon, in terms of S. 

~ = \Bo" - 3l0 

S-t- 3b0 .. ::: ~ 
\80 
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32 In the diagram below, f(x) = x3 + 2x2 is graphed. Also graphed is g(x), the result of a translation 
of f(x). 

Determine an equation of g(x). Explain your reasoning . 

.3 ~ 

9(\) ='A + z;.. -4 

_{)(x) /,.c.s <>-- J _; "t-.. n~+ o..f! tJ • 

3 (!.) h~ 0... y - ;".\-u-c.~\- o-.G -4 

\' 0" "+- 0'"' ~ (_ ><) s l.: .~ 
c. (" e.a.....\-2- 3 (_ ~) I 
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Part III 

Answer all 4 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc .. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [16] 

33 The height, H, in feet, of an object dropped from the top of a building after t seconds is given by 
H(t) = -16t2 + 144. 

How many feet did the object fall between one and two seconds after it was dropped? 

£'+,-._.J-"jj '-- ::C...p-=l- +he. fL,._+.~~ r..le. '" .._ ~ro.~h_;l ,,J.J /. 
, -t \ )/~) 1 

0 \ 141.J 
JZ.8 

\ \ 2..8 

z.. go 
3 CJ 

' 
~- ~0) \2-8 - 80 

Determine, algebraicall{, how many seconds it will take for the object to reach the ground. 

)~ff) = - /bi'+ I t.f Y 
() :::. -Jbt-z.. +- 144-

Ii l' J'+* A "'.s LU e. r 

\ 3 s~~c~J~ J t 7.- - I <-I- Cf - I /. 

t z..; 9 
t ::: ± Jq 

-t .::. .::!= 3 ~.e'.~ ~d -3 
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34 The sum of two numbers, x and y, is more than 8. When you double x and add it toy, the sum is 
less than 14. 

~~· 
po~ itr 

a.--.,.. 

X+Y, >8 Y. > -x+8 

Graph the inequalities that represent this scenario on the set of axes below. 

/~~~,"~ 
~)(-"~ ~ ' 

~~~~( . 

"r_),°' 
c..,o-

2 l ID 

b z z 
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35 An airplane leaves New York City and heads toward Los Angeles. As it climbs, the plane gradually 
increases its speed until it reaches cruising altitude, at which time it maintains a constant speed 
for several hours as long as it stays at cruising altitude. After flying for 32 minutes, the plane 
reaches cruising altitude and has flown 192 miles. After flying for a total of 92 minutes, the plane 
has flown a total of 762 miles. 

etermine the speed of the lane, at cruising altitude, in miles per minute. 

-,he. d 0 o..~ce..... foe ~ C 
A """' 13 i 5 192. ~u les 

~ 

Write an equation to .. ~epresent the number of miles the plane has flown, y, dunng x minutes at 

guisi1}£ altitude, only. ( ___,. ff . I -:: qr= 
. Tt.i.s IS fJC IV'\ -th'L p•c.(v-.~ o.Joa>'-'e..J 

Y = 9. Sf.. . \-....> ,,_.t-cr;,~>\ 
t f"'\ I~"'- o}k~k->'2-

Assuming that the plane ,,maintains its speed at cruising altitude, determine the total number of 

miles the plane has flown 2 h0urs into the ijight. .Zho •··-'"~ = lZ.O ~:~ ...... t-e_S 

+- /9Z 
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36 On the set of axes below, graph 

g(x) = ix+ 1 

and 

y 

x :s -1 

x>-1 

How many values of x satisfy the equation f(x) = g(x)? Explain your answer, using evidence from 
your graphs. 

--rt_Q_ ~ \O-~ ~_$ 
~o\ r\.T. 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
Utilize the information provided to determine your answer. Note that diagrams are not 
necessarily drawn to scale. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 
1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should 
be done in pencil. [ 6] 

37 Franco and Caryl went to a bakery to buy desserts. Franco bought 3 packages of cupcakes and 
2 packages of brownies for $19. Caryl bought2 packages of cupcakes and 4 packages of brownies 
for $24. Let x equal the price of one package of cupcakes and y equal the price of one package 
of brownies. 

Write a system of equations that describes the given situation. I ~ 
'I . '3 c. -'-" 2 b ;;: I 9 'I, 93 ~ ~ z I :::. { 

z c. +- t.{ b '::: z.. 4 \J 'Z. x. -+ <./ y -: 2. ~ 
Y~ ,~ 

On the set of axes below, graph the system of equations. t.= 19- 3X 
z_ 

Yz, - zy-Z~ -
~. 

y 

' Zt c_-~c-v l~ 
Determine the exact cost of one package of cupcakes and the exact cost of one packa~e of 
brownies in dollars and cents. Justify.your solution. . _ " ~ J<. (') 

?(_ Y.J 0X .+- lf j :::- 3 8 '1'2- 2 (~. ~) + ~ j ~ Z '/ \...<P' e, ~'>( 
(j~) z ~ __\.- <-I y - z tf ~ ~ 7 .} 4j _- z. '-I Q):J? ;_,~ 

X - / 'f Co~ 0 
io ~ l/ '/ - J 7 41 rP/ 

'-/ = ~ ~\.t.<>j \,.> y "' n- v )} 
::1-- e:: ~"'f" y @i 
,~() 
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 ALGEBRA I

 The University of the State of New York
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL EXAMINATION

The possession or use of any communications device is strictly prohibited when taking 
this examination. If you have or use any communications device, no matter how briefl y, 
your examination will be invalidated and no score will be calculated for you.

Notice …

A graphing calculator and a straightedge (ruler) must be available for you to use while 
taking this examination.

DO NOT OPEN THIS EXAMINATION BOOKLET UNTIL THE SIGNAL IS GIVEN.

Student Name __________________________________________________________

School Name ___________________________________________________________ 

ALGEBRA I
(Common Core)

Tuesday, June 13, 2017 — 1:15 to 4:15 p.m., only

 Print your name and the name of your school on the lines above.

A separate answer sheet for Part I has been provided to you. Follow the instructions from the 
proctor for completing the student information on your answer sheet.

This examination has four parts, with a total of 37 questions. You must answer all questions in this 
examination. Record your answers to the Part I multiple-choice questions on the separate answer 
sheet. Write your answers to the questions in Parts II, III, and IV directly in this booklet. All work 
should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil.  Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, 
etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. Note that diagrams 
are not necessarily drawn to scale.

The formulas that you may need to answer some questions in this examination are found at the 
end of the examination. This sheet is perforated so you may remove it from this booklet. 

Scrap paper is not permitted for any part of this examination, but you may use the blank spaces 
in this booklet as scrap paper. A perforated sheet of scrap graph paper is provided at the end of this 
booklet for any question for which graphing may be helpful but is not required. You may remove 
this sheet from this booklet. Any work done on this sheet of scrap graph paper will not be scored.

When you have completed the examination, you must sign the statement printed at the end 
of the answer sheet, indicating that you had no unlawful knowledge of the questions or answers 
prior to the examination and that you have neither given nor received assistance in answering any of 
the questions during the examination. Your answer sheet cannot be accepted if you fail to sign this 
declaration.
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Use this space for 
computations. 1 To keep track of his profi ts, the owner of a carnival booth decided 

to model his ticket sales on a graph. He found that his profi ts only 
declined when he sold between 10 and 40 tickets. Which graph could 
represent his profi ts?
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Part I

Answer all 24 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial 
credit will be allowed. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your 
answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For each statement or question, 
choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers the 
question. Record your answers on your separate answer sheet.   [48]
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Use this space for 
computations. 2 The formula for the surface area of a right rectangular prism is 

A � 2lw � 2hw � 2lh, where l, w, and h represent the length, width, 
and height, respectively. Which term of this formula is not dependent 
on the height?

(1) A (3) 2hw

(2) 2lw (4) 2lh

 3 Which graph represents y � √
––––– x � 2 ?

y

x

(1)

y

x

(3)

y

x

(2)

y

x

(4)
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Use this space for 
computations. 4 A student plotted the data from a sleep study as shown in the graph 

below.

Age (in years)
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The student used the equation of the line y � �0.09x � 9.24 to model
the data. What does the rate of change represent in terms of these 
data?

(1) The average number of hours of sleep per day increases 0.09 hour
per year of age.

(2) The average number of hours of sleep per day decreases 0.09 hour
per year of age.

(3) The average number of hours of sleep per day increases 9.24 hours
per year of age.

(4) The average number of hours of sleep per day decreases 9.24 hours
per year of age.
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Use this space for 
computations. 5 Lynn, Jude, and Anne were given the function f(x) � �2x2 � 32, and 

they were asked to fi nd f(3). Lynn’s answer was 14, Jude’s answer was 
4, and Anne’s answer was �4. Who is correct?

(1) Lynn, only (3) Anne, only

(2) Jude, only (4) Both Lynn and Jude

 6 Which expression is equivalent to 16x4 � 64?

(1) (4x2 � 8)2 (3) (4x2 � 8) (4x2 � 8)

(2) (8x2 � 32)2 (4) (8x2 � 32) (8x2 � 32)

 7 Vinny collects population data, P(h), about a specifi c strain of bacteria 
over time in hours, h, as shown in the graph below.

P(h)

h

(0,4)

(1,8)

(2,16)

(3,32)

Which equation represents the graph of P(h)?

(1) P(h) � 4(2)h (3) P(h) � 3h2 � 0.2h � 4.2

(2) P(h) � 46__
5 h �  6__

5 (4) P(h) �  2__
3 h3 � h2 � 3h � 4
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Use this space for 
computations. 8 What is the solution to the system of equations below?

 y � 2x � 8

 3(�2x � y) � 12

(1) no solution (3) (�1,6)

(2) infi nite solutions (4) ( 1__
2 ,9)

 9 A mapping is shown in the diagram below.

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

28

29

30

31

This mapping is

(1) a function, because Feb has two outputs, 28 and 29

(2) a function, because two inputs, Jan and Mar, result in the output 31

(3) not a function, because Feb has two outputs, 28 and 29

(4) not a function, because two inputs, Jan and Mar, result in the 
output 31

 10 Which polynomial function has zeros at �3, 0, and 4?

(1) f(x) � (x � 3)(x2 � 4) (3) f(x) � x(x � 3)(x � 4)

(2) f(x) � (x2 � 3)(x � 4) (4) f(x) � x(x � 3)(x � 4)
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Use this space for 
computations. 11 Jordan works for a landscape company during his summer vacation. 

He is paid $12 per hour for mowing lawns and $14 per hour for 
planting gardens. He can work a maximum of 40 hours per week, 
and would like to earn at least $250 this week. If m represents the 
number of hours mowing lawns and g represents the number of 
hours planting gardens, which system of inequalities could be used 
to represent the given conditions?

(1) m � g ≤ 40 (3) m � g ≤ 40
 12m � 14g ≥ 250  12m � 14g ≤ 250

(2) m � g  ≥ 40 (4) m � g  ≥ 40
 12m � 14g ≤ 250  12m � 14g ≥ 250

 12 Anne invested $1000 in an account with a 1.3% annual interest rate. 
She made no deposits or withdrawals on the account for 2 years. 
If interest was compounded annually, which equation represents the 
balance in the account after the 2 years?

(1) A � 1000(1 � 0.013)2 (3) A � 1000(1 � 1.3)2

(2) A � 1000(1 � 0.013)2 (4) A � 1000(1 � 1.3)2

 13 Which value would be a solution for x in the inequality 47 � 4x  � 7?

(1) �13 (3) 10

(2) �10 (4) 11

 14 Bella recorded data and used her graphing calculator to fi nd the 
equation for the line of best fi t. She then used the correlation 
coeffi cient to determine the strength of the linear fi t.

Which correlation coeffi cient represents the strongest linear 
relationship?

(1) 0.9 (3) �0.3

(2) 0.5 (4) �0.8
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Use this space for 
computations. 15 The heights, in inches, of 12 students are listed below.

61, 67, 72, 62, 65, 59, 60, 79, 60, 61, 64, 63

Which statement best describes the spread of these data?

(1) The set of data is evenly spread.

(2) The median of the data is 59.5.

(3) The set of data is skewed because 59 is the only value below 60.

(4) 79 is an outlier, which would affect the standard deviation of these 
data.

 16 The graph of a quadratic function is shown below.

y

x
0 5 10 15 20 25

0

5

10

15

20

25

An equation that represents the function could be

(1) q(x) �  1__
2 (x � 15)2 � 25

(2) q(x) � � 1__
2 (x � 15)2 � 25

(3) q(x) �  1__
2 (x � 15)2 � 25

(4) q(x) � � 1__
2 (x � 15)2 � 25
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Use this space for 
computations. 17 Which statement is true about the quadratic functions g(x), shown in 

the table below, and f(x) � (x � 3)2 � 2?

x g(x)

0 4

1 –1

2 –4

3 –5

4 –4

5 –1

6 4

(1) They have the same vertex.

(2) They have the same zeros.

(3) They have the same axis of symmetry.

(4) They intersect at two points.

 18 Given the function f(n) defi ned by the following:

 f(1) � 2

 f(n) � �5f(n � 1) � 2

Which set could represent the range of the function?

(1) {2, 4, 6, 8,…} (3) {�8, �42, �208, 1042,…}

(2) {2, �8, 42, �208,…} (4) {�10, 50, �250, 1250,…}

 19 An equation is given below.

4(x � 7) � 0.3(x � 2) � 2.11

The solution to the equation is

(1) 8.3 (3) 3

(2) 8.7 (4) �3
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Use this space for 
computations. 20 A construction worker needs to move 120 ft3 of dirt by using a 

wheelbarrow. One wheelbarrow load holds 8 ft3 of dirt and each load 
takes him 10 minutes to complete. One correct way to fi gure out the 
number of hours he would need to complete this job is

(1) 120 ft3
• 10 min • 60 min • 1 load

1 1 load 1 hr 8 ft3

(2) 120 ft3
• 60 min • 8 ft3

• 1
1 1 hr 10 min 1 load

(3) 120 ft3
• 1 load • 8 ft3

• 1 hr
1 10 min 1 load 60 min

(4) 120 ft3
• 1 load • 10 min • 1 hr

1 8 ft3 1 load 60 min

 21 One characteristic of all linear functions is that they change by

(1) equal factors over equal intervals

(2) unequal factors over equal intervals

(3) equal differences over equal intervals

(4) unequal differences over equal intervals

 22 What are the solutions to the equation x2 � 8x � 10?

(1) 4 � √
––– 10 (3) �4 � √

––– 10

(2) 4 � √
––– 26 (4) �4 � √

––– 26
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Use this space for 
computations. 23 The formula for blood fl ow rate is given by F �  

p
1 � p2 _______ r     , where F

  is the fl ow rate, p
1
 the initial pressure, p

2
 the fi nal pressure, and r 

  the resistance created by blood vessel size. Which formula can not be 
derived from the given formula?

(1) p
1
 � Fr � p

2 
(3) r � F(p2

 � p
1)

(2) p
2
 � p

1
 � Fr (4) r �  

p
1
 � p

2 _______ F

 24 Morgan throws a ball up into the air. The height of the ball above 
the ground, in feet, is modeled by the function h(t) � �16t2 � 24t, 
where t represents the time, in seconds, since the ball was thrown. 
What is the appropriate domain for this situation?

(1) 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.5 (3) 0 ≤ h(t) ≤ 1.5

(2) 0 ≤ t ≤ 9 (4) 0 ≤ h(t) ≤ 9
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 25 Express in simplest form:   (3x2 � 4x � 8) � (�2x2 � 4x � 2)

Part II

Answer all 8 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in 
pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil.   [16]
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 26 Graph the function f(x) � �x2 � 6x on the set of axes below.

f(x)

x

State the coordinates of the vertex of the graph.
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 27 State whether 7 � √
–– 2   is rational or irrational. Explain your answer.

 28 The value, v(t), of a car depreciates according to the function v(t) � P(.85)t, where P is the purchase 
price of the car and t is the time, in years, since the car was purchased. State the percent that the 
value of the car decreases by each year. Justify your answer.
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 29 A survey of 100 students was taken. It was found that 60 students watched sports, and 34 of these 
students did not like pop music. Of the students who did not watch sports, 70% liked pop music. 
Complete the two-way frequency table.

Watch Sports Don’t Watch Sports Total

Like Pop

Don’t Like Pop

Total
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 30 Graph the inequality y � 4 � �2(x � 4) on the set of axes below.

y

x
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 31 If f(x) � x2 and g(x) � x, determine the value(s) of x that satisfy the equation f(x) � g(x).
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 32 Describe the effect that each transformation below has on the function f(x) � |x|, where a � 0.

g(x) � |x � a|

h(x) � |x| � a
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 33 The function r(x) is defi ned by the expression x2 � 3x � 18. Use factoring to determine the zeros 
of r(x).

Explain what the zeros represent on the graph of r(x).

Part III

Answer all 4 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. Note that diagrams 
are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with 
no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs 
and drawings, which should be done in pencil.   [16]
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 34 The graph below models Craig’s trip to visit his friend in another state. In the course of his travels, 
he encountered both highway and city driving.
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Based on the graph, during which interval did Craig most likely drive in the city? Explain your 
reasoning.

Question 34 is continued on the next page.
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Explain what might have happened in the interval between B and C.

Determine Craig’s average speed, to the nearest tenth of a mile per hour, for his entire trip.

Question 34 continued.
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 35 Given:

 g(x) � 2x2 � 3x � 10

 k(x) � 2x � 16

Solve the equation g(x) � 2k(x) algebraically for x, to the nearest tenth.

Explain why you chose the method you used to solve this quadratic equation.
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 36 Michael has $10 in his savings account. Option 1 will add $100 to his account each week. 
Option 2 will double the amount in his account at the end of each week.

Write a function in terms of x to model each option of saving.

Michael wants to have at least $700 in his account at the end of 7 weeks to buy a mountain bike. 
Determine which option(s) will enable him to reach his goal. Justify your answer.
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 37 Central High School had fi ve members on their swim team in 2010. Over the next several years, 
the team increased by an average of 10 members per year. The same school had 35 members in 
their chorus in 2010. The chorus saw an increase of 5 members per year.

Write a system of equations to model this situation, where x represents the number of years since 
2010.

Question 37 is continued on the next page.

Part IV

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
Utilize the information provided to determine your answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily
drawn to scale. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. 
All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in 
pencil.   [6]
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Question 37 continued.

Graph this system of equations on the set of axes below.

x

y

Explain in detail what each coordinate of the point of intersection of these equations means in the 
context of this problem.



Part I 

Answer all 24 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial 
credit will be allowed. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your 
answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For each statement or question, 
choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers the 
question. Record your answers on your separate answer sheet. [ 48 J 

1 To keep track of his profits, the owner of a carnival booth decided 
to model his ticket sales on a graph. He found that his profits only 
declined when he sold between 10 and 40 tickets. Which graph could 
represent his profits? . q} 
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2 The formula for the surface area of a right rectangular prism is 
A = 2lw + 2hw + 2lh, where l, w, and h represent the length, width, 
and height, respectively. Which term of this formula is not deizendent 
2n the height? 

ftJ ,K. t\t.~e.:J e. ~ -1'-' 
/t-;;\ "'°" r .... -L \c..... 
~2lw 

3 Which graph represents y = ~? 
~-----------~ 

y y 

x 

(1) (3) 

y y 

x 

(2) 
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4 A student plotted the data from a sleep study as shown in the graph 
below. 
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The student used the equation of the line y = -0.09x + 9.24 to model 
the data. What does the rate of change represent in terms of these 

data? ~ 
(1) The average number of hours of sleep per da)I nc ase 0.09 hour 

per year of age. .. / / 

@rhe average number of hours of sleep per day decreases 0.09 hour 
per year of age. ~ 

(3) The average number of hours of sleep per day~.24 hours 
per year of age. ~ 

( 4) The average number of hours of sleep per day dec~se~~, 
per year of age. ~ 
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5 Lynn, Jude, and Anne were given the function f(x) = -2x2 + 32, and 
they were asked to findf(3). Lynn's answer was 14, Jude's answer was 
4, and Anne's answer was ±4. Who is correct? 

@Lynn, only (3) Anne, only 

(2) Jude, only (4) Both Lynn and Jude 

J;> ,'-{4' Q..("Q_ f\.diL ,,f 
~e.'~~ S-tt~a.rGr~ ~ 

6 Which expression is equivalent to 16x4 
- 64? 

(1) (4x2 
- 8)2 @j(4x2 + 8) (4x2 

- 8) 

(2) (8x2 
- 32)2 (4) (8x2 + 32) (8x2 

- 32) 

(1£-b? =0-..\-0(Q_-h) 
llfq-b<J :::(4x.z.-+BY 'i x-z--8) 

7 Vinny collects population data, P(h), about a specific strain of bacteria 
over time in hours, h, as shown in the graph below. 

P(h) 
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Use this space for 
8 What is the solution to the system of equations below? computations. 

Y ~ Use.. 5-.b.s.\-:..\..~~ 0 "-
3(-2;+7= 12 3[-zx-r(z x+s)j ::: l z 

@no solution (3) ( -1,6) 

(4)(~,9) 
s (-2x-tzx.~) == \Z. 

c_B) ~. \-Z. 

(z~ ~ 
(2) infinite solutions 

9 A mapping is shown in the diagram below. 

This mapping is 

(1) a function, because Feb has two outputs, 28 and 29 

(2) a function, because two inputs, Jan and Mar, result in the output 31 

@not a function, because Feb has two outputs, 28 and 29 

(4) not a function, because two inputs, Jan and Mar, result in the 
output 31 

10 Which pol)'I!omial function has zeros at -3, 0, and 4? 

(1) f(x) = (x + 3)(x2 + 4) @J(x) = x(x + 3)(x - 4) 

(2) f(x) = (x2 
- 3)(x - 4) (4) f(x) = x(x - 3)(x + 4) 
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11 Jordan works for a landscape company during his summer vacation. 
He is paid $12 per hour for mowing lawns and ~14 per hour for 

..Flantin~ gardens. He can work a maximum of 40 hours per week, 
and would like to earn at least $250 this week. If m re12_resents the 

.,...number of hours mo~,ng l~:y~~ and g represen~ t~~ nur11~c::£-Qi 
~lant~~g ~d~ which system of inequalities could be used 
to represent tfie given conditions? 

@rn + g:S40v' (3) m + g:S40/ 

12m + 14g ~ 2so/ 12m + 14g/25o 

J4 rn + g/40 }') rn + g/40 
12m + 14g:::; 250 12m + 14g ~ 250 
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P .013't- r t-
12 Anne invested $1000 in an account with a 1.3% annual interest rate. i; {+ ;; P(l-1-r) 

She made no deposits or ·withdrawals on the account for 2 vears.,, Z 
If interest was compounded annuallr, which equation represents the A "'/\( / + O D \ 3) 
balance in the account after the 2 vears? : / DV'-"' ' 

- / ~' 
(1) A = lOOO(y/o.013)2 (3) A = 1000(1/)~Yz 
~ = 1000(1 + 0.013)2 (4) A= 1000(1 +p p = /, ()t!:> 0 

' :; 0, Ol ':s 

c = 2----..;:;;a-
13 Which value would be a solution for x in the inequality 4 7 - 4x < T? '\__ ______ ,_,,,,,,,,__----,,.,,.,,,,, 

(1) -13 

(2) -10 

(3) 10 

®11 
c.+ ?-4 x~-:, 
-,t.41-
~4>< ~-40 

-.:1.9.--0 ... 4 x ~ -'1 
----..-.. ~)(' ~ \0 

14 Bella recorded data and used her graphing calculator to find the ~ 
equation for the line of best fit. She then used the correlation 
coefficient to determine the strength of the linear fit. 

Which correlation 
relationship? 

coefficient represents the strongest linear 

@)o.9 
(2) 0.5 

Algebra I (Common Core) - June '17 

(3) \-o.3\ ~ • 3 
(4) )-o.s\ ':: ' e 
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c..\ore~-b- ..\-o \ i~ ~ 
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15 The heights, in inches, of 12 students are listed below. 

61,67, 72,62,65,59,60, 79,60,61,64,63 

Which statement best describes the spread of these data? 

~he set of data is evenly spread. 

Use this space for 
computations. 

Llu .. Q.. jC-~~\.·,"j c~~Jc±or 
~ ~~ "-j o "Ve., \Jo.r,c...\o \~ 

s +o.±s. ~he median of the data is 59.5. 

ft" The set of data is skewed because 59 is the only value below 60. 

®4 79 is an outlier, which would affect the standard deviation of these • 
d ( ~ ~#~ 

ata. f\ I\ f\ 11 ~e"'"' f"L ~, 1>1- ~c (,' ... ~e. '10 bJi \.e_ 1 6u.M~iri ~ ...... r ---.....1 I J ' o.....\,: vs 

16 The graph of a quadratic function is shown below. 

y 
,, . 

I \ 
25 

, 
~ 

J \ 

I \ 
20 

I \ 
I ' 

15 

' \ 

I \ 10 

5 I \ 
I \ 
I \ -

~ 0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 

An equation that represents the function could be 

(1) q(x) = ~ (x + 15)2 
- 25 

(2) q(x) = - ~ (x + 15)2 
- 25 

x 

(3) q(x) = ~ (x - 15)2 + 25 

l'fn.. 1 / __ vi> ,,,\ D " lfi> (' ('(". 5 \.._, 0 ....:> 5. .{\., ~ 
~q(x) = -2(x - 15)

2 + 25 ~ ~· 1""-" ~ 

~. ~ \\ ue.r+e:x. o:\ 6~ z~ 
C hojc.. 'f'"''s \[~ .l('lt-~S 

~,·~r ~°'°J" 
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Use this space for 
17 Which statement is true about the quadratic functions g(x), shown in computations. \ ~ ..J 

thetablebelow,andf(x)=(x-3)2 +2? () /, .::-\ 2 ? ~ u~~ 
+-('l<) -:: ('Ai~ J ..r G,. ~ Jfo r...... .., 

.... t ' (:~~ 
~~~~ ~.~ ,+e.~ \ .. .$ JI 
~,:) ':J 'j~· ve. 

x g(x) 

0 4 

1 -1 

2 -4 

3 -5 .,,,,. 
~ 

4 -4 

5 -1 

6 4 

rhey have the same vertex. ( 3 J 2) -1= ~ -s1 
(2) They have the same zeros. 

@They have the same axis of symmetry. 

( 4) They intersect at two points. 

18 Given the function f(n) defined by the following: 

j(l) = 2 

j(n) = -5f(n - 1) + 2 

-rhe... 5J M. -'"} 

{i) ; 2 be.j ~"' ....; .-h-.. 2 

4z) = _. <§ .fc,) .rz_ 

I>. - --s'(_z) ~z 
.ftz.) - ~~ 

Which se,t could represent the ran~Se of the ~unction? ./!tz) -::: - \ O ~,J ~ 
(1) {2, ~6, 8, ... } ,)3) {*-42, -208, 1042, ... }f> .. ~ - -- Q ~ \, r, ,,. f{"J. _ o '- \'/\.; se""'t 

@{2, -8, 42, -208, ... } /vrf 0, 50, -250, 1250, ... } 

19 An equation is given below. 

4(x - 7) = 0.3(x + 2) + 2.11 

The solution to the equation is 

@8.3 (3) 3 

(2) 8.7 (4) -3 

Algebra I (Common Core) - June '17 [9] 
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20 A construction worker needs to move 120 ft3 of dirt by using a 
wheelbarrow. One wheelbarrow load holds 8 fr3 of dirt and each load 
takes him 10 minutes to complete. One correct way to figure out th.e 
mnn her of hours he would need to complete this job is 

1.Y( _l_l~ • 10 min • 60 min • ~ 
/ii l l~ lhr S~ 

(~ 120 fr3 
• 60~ • 8 ft'3 

• __ l __ 
/£..! . 1 1 hr 10 ~ 1 load 

,,9(-120 ft1 
• ikef . 8 ft 3 

• _lk_ 
1 10 min l~ 60min 

@)~· l~. lOJ.P!fi'. _l_hf__ 
1 sy l~ 60~ 

Use this space for 
computations. 

21 One chara~teristic of all linear functions is that they change by _ \ _ e_. S &.-~---
( 1) equal factors over equal intervals C. \ ('"\ \- <: cJ 
(2) unequal factors over equal intervals 

(('3})equal differences over equal intervals 

14)' unequal differences over equal intervals 

22 What are the solutions to the equation x=~ - 8x = 10? 

(1) 4 ± v'Io 

@4±{26 

~ 
~ 
\ 
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h bl d . . b p 1 - p 2 h 
23 T e formula for oo flow rate is given y F = r , w ere F 

Use this space for 
computations. 

is the flow rate, p 
1 

the initial pressure, p 
2 

the final pressure, and r 

the resistance created by blood vessel size. Which formula can not be 
derived from the given formula? C:-_ p, - ~-z., 

(1) Pi= Fr+ P2 @r = F(p2 - pi) r - C 

(4) 
_ P1 - P2 F __ n ... \=" ~ 

r - F C .-· \°'\ 

- . r-;~:-: ~~ \ 
J: &· \Si. ~),.;,5 -.;.. < - r j 

X+ C.Q.~~ ~L -t\:,s _ ... ,.,m•-·~ .... .-~·•""''' 
24 Morgan throws a ball up into the air. The height of the ball above 

the ground, in feet, is modeled by the function h(t) = -16t2 + 24t, 
where t represents the time, in seconds, since the ball was thrown. 
\Vhat is the appropriate domain for this situation? 

@o::st:Sl.5 (3) O:::;h(t):Sl.5 

(2) 0:::; t:::; 9 ( 4) 0:::; h(t) :::; 9 

l{t)::: -U:>-t 2 
-f-2</t 

-n-e .+- 2 i.f f, 

= -8f ( 2f-3) 

- 8-C .-o 
t'=~ 

2-6-3 =-0 

1-~ =- 3 
&~-t 

-I: .:. 0 t:. I.~ 
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Part II 

Answer all 8 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in 
pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [ 16 J 

25 Express in simplest form: (3x2 + 4x - 8) - (-2x2 + 4x + 2) 

sx'+Ur.x-B 
l- 2 xz -1- ~K:::.~ .. 

~--\0~ 
-

Algebra I (Common Core) - June '17 [12] 



26 Graph the function f(x) = -x2 
- 6x on the set of axes below. 

f(x) 
,, 

•. -
i ./ "'\\\ 

~, 

\ / .................. 

i \ ... 

l ·~ 

' 

j .\ 
l \ 
/ \ 

1\ 
l 

~ ~ ~ -
\ 1/ 

-
I 

! 

x 

\i { 

ti 
. . 

" 

State the coordinates of the vertex of the graph. 
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27 State whether 7 - {2 is rational or irrational. Explain your answer. 

28 The value, v(t), of a car depreciates according to the function v(t) = P(.85)t, where Pis the purchase 
price of the car and t is the time, in years, since the car was purchased. State the percent_that the 
value of the car decreases~ each year. Justify your answer. _: 

~ -t-
A P(I.±:<) 

L{t) - ~ (.Bs)t 

/-r ==-,. 85"' 
- I :::. . ~S---l 

\ ~ \::,tS - \ ~ -. ~ 

ltGL p~ce..d. fka} +h~ \JJ~ Or +!-~ C r;._r') 

d~re~u e~~ 
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29 A survey of 100 students was taken. It was found that 60 students watched sports, and 34 of these 
students did not ljke pop musl£. Of the students who did not watch sports, 70% liked o music. 
Complete the two-way frequency table. 

Watch Sports Total 

.?ox~o =- 2'~2.s =-- ~ti 
-------------·--···---------iillliill.----1-_:__:_..!..:: ______ L---+------J.-mm!ll!!!!!!llllll--I 

Like Pop 

Don~'t Like Pop .JL/~/z.; {:;, 

60 --
Total /()0-60 ::. loD 
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30 Graph the inequality y + 4 < -2(x - 4) on the set of axes below. 

y 
t .. I~ 

1~ 
IC' - _._,,.... .. - ' ,,_,, -, ... .,"·' ""'" "'"•••- \ 

~ ...... ~-~-··' 
___ .... ~ .. --

.<:"' 

=::il!i _.,--· ' , ... '' 

\ '·•·· _._,, 
'" '"i"'•. " 

'"···~·~·~ --,. ;:~ .. '" "'"~- """"' 
,-..... ,,, 

,,, 
,,,, - ' -:= --"'"~ - "") \ .. --·- --

1·" '" 

~ ::::-,' '" ~ 
'''"""'"'""''''' 

" \. ""' ••, 

"" :> ,,. .. ,_ .. ,,_ -·-
<·,r ,,,,,.,. ,,, 

" :::§ ~ -v\ ""' ' 

'" ''"' 
~ -- ~ 

~ ~ x 
"- 'i-1-:;;: .""---..,,, 

', ... :~-... , \_ . "''"""'"· \ ~ 
'"' 

. ·'· -~-
. 

:> ... , '---~:;.lit \ 
_,.-

\ ," ·-
el''------

!"" ,,,,,,_,.;; 
""' ""''"' ' "" \ ~- . .....__ 

,,, ,. 
---

\ 
"'' .. , , ... ,,., .... ··•·· ""' "'" ·~ ,,,, 

,1,,··- ' '"';""'. . .,,, ,., \ 
..,,,._-··- .. \ : 

·- --- •• -.1 w::·:·v-! "'" --~··t~ \ ~~ 
'•'•V 

•-' 
""• 

-- -- ·" "!"""'' ' 

,.,, ' 
'" 

"-' ' ''"'" \ 

'~ ~ 
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31 If f(x) = x2 and g(x) = x, determine the value(s) of x that satisfy the equation f(x) = g(x). 

/J{x) := X 2-

j &) :: )\ 

f0) = 3 Cx) 

xz -.::: x 
j/ -x :::- 0 

x ( x-1) =-a 

[>< =-D \ 

x - \ =- 0 ------c-~ = \~ 
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32 Describe the effect that each transformation below has on the function f(x) = lxl, where a> 0. 

g(x) = Ix - al 

h(x) = Jxl - a 

Algebra I (Common Core) - June '17 [18] 



Part III 

Answer all 4 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. Note that diagrams 
are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with 
no work shown will receive only I credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs 
and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [ 16] 

33 The function r(x) is defined by the expression x2 + 3x - 18. Use factoring to determine the zeros 
of r(x). 

x7-~3~ - \B o 
(XH~)~-3) = o 

x~ 6 .::: o X-3 :: 0 

x = -6j l)( :::3] 
~· 

Explain what the zeros represent on the graph of r(x). 

\t:::.e z 4. ,f 0 s o..P a... r-... '1\. c...\.-: 0 " 0.. ~ e. ~ e.. 
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34 The graph below models Craig's trip to visit his friend in another state. In the course of his travels, 
he encountered both highway and city driving. 

"'C 
G> 

240 

~ 140~ .............................. · .. 
ca .= 
012o~•W•O•c•••W rn~Hww•J,+• 
..! 
2 

100 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
Hours 

Based on the graph, during which interval did Craig most likely drive in the city? Explain your 
reasoning. 

'"b~) be..c.c..v.-S.fl 

~I owe r \"' ~e.. 

~ '°:J \._. v..) Q.. j -
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Question 34 is continued on the next page. 
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Question 34 continued. 

Explain what might have happened in the interval betwee:i B and C. 

Determine Craig's average speed, to the nearest tent}:t of a mile per hour, for his entire trip. 

-

Algebra I (Common Core) - June '17 
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35 Given: 

g(x) = 2x2 + 3x + 10 

k(x) = 2x + 16 

Solve the equation g(x) = 2k(x) algebraically for x, to the nearest tenth. 

5 (x) = 2 k (x) 

)X 2-.+ 3 x 4- \D ::: Z ( 2.A+ 16) 
2X 2 ·.+-3x-+\O ~ 4X~"3Z 

2x~-x-22 =O 

ct. :: 2 b := -) t = -2. z.. 
x ::: - b ~ 0 b 2 - "\ Q.C.. -
x : I .:I: J 1 - l.l(N-u.S 

'-f-

X :: I± S \77 
4 

X:: I+ :Sr77 ::: 3. 570 053 ~ 1:§ 
~ 

><= _!.-Jf2 :::--3,C>7bt>33 r::\-3.l\ 
Explain why you chose the method you used to solve this quadratic equation. 
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36 Michael has $10 in his savings account. Option 1 will add $100 to his account each week 
Option 2 will double the amount in his account at the end of each week 

Write a function in terms of x to model each option of saving. 

~: .. " 1- ~ D~.\--:o"- 2 '.\-
~Q.Q. \c ~Mo-.... ~ Wee..\c.. ~~o-" 

0 0 to 
\0 

' Z:D 
\ \ \ 0 

~~):: \0 ~\00 'j.. ~o 
2 ~\0 z. 
3 J\O 

tBC~o ~ to{z2J 3 eo 
t-1 4\0 4 /&O 
~ S"' I 0 

Michael wants to have at least $700 in his account at the end of 7 weeks to buy a mountain bike. 
Determine which option(s) will enable him to reach his goal. Justify your answer. 

A(<) :::: \ o -\- too (-1) 

P{1) ::: \o ~700 

f\(_7) :;: {\ 0 

~) :: \0 (_£) 
7 

\3(7) ::: \0 ( 1 zB) 

13(.7) -- \250 

E\~e< o~; oA.. 

+;o (~~a_~~ ~~s 

Algebra I (Common Core)- June '17 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
Utilize the information provided to determine your answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily 
drawn to scale. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only I credit. 
All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should he done in 
pencil. [6] 

37 Central High School had five members on their swim team in 2010. Over the next several years, 
the team increased by an average of 10 members per year. The same school had 3.5 members in 
their chorus in 2010. The chorus saw an increase of 5 members per year. 

·~ 

r.,...s. 

Write a system of equations to model this situation, where x represents the number of years since 
2010. 

cO\Q 2.0 \ \ Z..0\L. Zo\3 2-0,4 

~ 0 L z :5 4 
,-.,__.\.._ .. J - 0 i, ~ J~ 2~ 3S- 45' c\.e--~~ - \ 

'I?_ 
3~ l.f o 4~ ~o ~s--- Cc..~ of 

:;.. ~ 
c\...~\~ 

~ Y, ..,,,.. 
/Ox~ 5-' f·;Jq/Cflfb 

I 
I 
i 
I 

Y2 5'~ -r 3-S- l - i -

y --MX 

Question 37 is continued on the next page. 
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Question 3 7 continued. 

Graph this system of equations on the set of axes below. 

y 
J~ 

, ............ '""' +-
.0 "' ~ _,,,,,,,--

v / 
/ 

/ / 
/ 

I 

{,'5 b / 

~ 60 ./ 

c. / / ~~ ......... - / .. 

0\ C'"' / / S'o ,...._c / 
............. 

~ / 5' / 
/ .. 5 .... / l/O _//.,. 

~/ ~ '? ~/ 
s~ ~·~· +~ ······· .t::Y' ,-./ 

30 .... .y "' ... 
t,'5 n 

~'· '~ 
y 

zo ............... ,. .... y ,, 

.~ 
/ ID / 

~' 
~ 

~ x 
I Z 3 if 5' 6 7 

Ye.o-r.s 
Explain in detail what each coordinate of the point of intersection of these equations means in the 
context of this problem. 

I"' k\e... s ,·")(~ 1 e..c..c-J -¥.....~ s~\"""- ~e...~""'"' 
CL"'-~ ~.e.. c \.._e c--.._s u.:> ~ \ \ 'co~ \.-_o...u-e.. 

{;, $'" rY"' e.. """'-~ e..c- $ . 
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Part I
 

Answer all 24 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial 
credit will be allowed. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your 
answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For each statement or question, 
choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers 
the question. Record your answers on your separate answer sheet. [48] 

Use this space for

1 The solution to 4p + 2 < 2(p + 5) is computations.
 

(1) p > -6 (3) p > 4
 

(2) p < -6 (4) p < 4
 

2 If k(x) = 2x2 - 3 x , then k(9) is 

(1) 315 (3) 159
 

(2) 307 (4) 153
 

3 The expression 3(x2 + 2x - 3) - 4(4x2 - 7x + 5) is equivalent to 

(1) -13x - 22x + 11 (3) 19x2 - 22x + 11
 

(2) -13x2 + 34x - 29 (4) 19x2 + 34x - 29
 

4 The zeros of the function p(x) = x2 - 2x - 24 are 

(1) -8 and 3 (3) -4 and 6
 

(2) -6 and 4 (4) -3 and 8
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Use this space for 
5 The box plot below summarizes the data for the average monthly high computations. 

temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit for Orlando, Florida. 

70 75 80 85 90 95 

The third quartile is 

(1) 92 (3) 83 

(2) 90 (4) 71 

6 Joy wants to buy strawberries and raspberries to bring to a party. 
Strawberries cost $1.60 per pound and raspberries cost $1.75 per 
pound. If she only has $10 to spend on berries, which inequality 
represents the situation where she buys x pounds of strawberries and 
y pounds of raspberries? 

(1) 1.60x + 1.75y < 10 (3) 1.75x + 1.60y < 10 

(2) 1.60x + 1.75y > 10 (4) 1.75x + 1.60y > 10 

7 On the main floor of the Kodak Hall at the Eastman Theater, 
the number of seats per row increases at a constant rate. 
Steven counts 31 seats in row 3 and 37 seats in row 6. 
How many seats are there in row 20? 

(1) 65 (3) 69 

(2) 67 (4) 71

 8 Which ordered pair below is not a solution to f(x) = x2 - 3x + 4? 

(1) (0,4) (3) (5,14) 

(2) (1.5,1.75) (4) (-1,6) 
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Use this space for 
computations.9 Students were asked to name their favorite sport from a list of basketball, 

soccer, or tennis. The results are shown in the table below. 

Basketball Soccer Tennis 

Girls 42 58 20 

Boys 84 41 5 

What percentage of the students chose soccer as their favorite sport? 

(1) 39.6% (3) 50.4% 

(2) 41.4% (4) 58.6% 

10 The trinomial x2 - 14x + 49 can be expressed as 

(1) (x - 7)2 (3) (x - 7)(x + 7) 

(2) (x + 7)2 (4) (x - 7)(x + 2) 

11 A function is defined as {(0,1), (2,3), (5,8), (7,2)}. Isaac is asked to 
create one more ordered pair for the function. Which ordered pair 
can he add to the set to keep it a function? 

(1) (0,2) (3) (7,0) 

(2) (5,3) (4) (1,3) 

12 The quadratic equation x2 - 6x = 12 is rewritten in the form 
(x + p)2 = q, where q is a constant. What is the value of p? 

(1) -12 (3) -3 

(2) -9 (4) 9 
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Use this space for 
13 Which of the quadratic functions below has the smallest minimum computations. 

value? 

h(x) � x2 � 2x � 6 k(x) � (x � 5)(x � 2) 
(1) (3) 

g(x) 

x x f(x) 

– 1 – 2 

0 – 5 

1 – 6 

2 – 5 

3 – 2 

(2) (4) 

14 Which situation is not a linear function? 

(1) A gym charges a membership fee of $10.00 down and $10.00 per 
month. 

(2) A cab company charges $2.50 initially and $3.00 per mile. 

(3) A restaurant employee earns $12.50 per hour. 

(4) A $12,000 car depreciates 15% per year. 
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15 The Utica Boilermaker is a 15-kilometer road race. Sara is signed up 
to run this race and has done the following training runs: 

Use this space for 
computations. 

I. 

II. 

III. 

10 miles 

44,880 feet 

15,560 yards 

Which run(s) are at least 15 kilometers? 

(1) I, only (3) I and III 

(2) II, only (4) II and III 

16 If f(x) = x2 + 2, which interval describes the range of this function? 

(1) (-o,o) (3) [2,o) 

(2) [0,o) (4) (-o,2] 

17 The amount Mike gets paid weekly can be represented by the 
expression 2.50a + 290, where a is the number of cell phone 
accessories he sells that week. What is the constant term in this 
expression and what does it represent? 

(1) 2.50a, the amount he is guaranteed to be paid each week 

(2) 2.50a, the amount he earns when he sells a accessories 

(3) 290, the amount he is guaranteed to be paid each week 

(4) 290, the amount he earns when he sells a accessories 
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Use this space for 
18 A cubic function is graphed on the set of axes below. computations. 

y 

x 

Which function could represent this graph? 

(1) f(x) = (x - 3)(x - 1)(x + 1) 

(2) g(x) = (x + 3)(x + 1)(x - 1) 

(3) h(x) = (x - 3)(x - 1)(x + 3) 

(4) k(x) = (x + 3)(x + 1)(x - 3) 
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Use this space for 
19 Mrs. Allard asked her students to identify which of the polynomials computations. 

below are in standard form and explain why. 

4 2I. 15x - 6x + 3x - 1 

II. 12x3 + 8x + 4 

III. 2x5 + 8x2 + 10x 

Which student’s response is correct? 

(1) Tyler said I and II because the coefficients are decreasing. 

(2) Susan said only II because all the numbers are decreasing. 

(3) Fred said II and III because the exponents are decreasing. 

(4) Alyssa said II and III because they each have three terms. 

20 Which graph does not represent a function that is always increasing 
over the entire interval -2 < x < 2? 

y y 

(1)
 

x x 

(3)
 

y y 

(2)
 

x x 

(4)
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Use this space for 
21 At an ice cream shop, the profit, P(c), is modeled by the function computations. 

P(c) = 0.87c, where c represents the number of ice cream cones sold. 
An appropriate domain for this function is 

(1) an integer < 0 (3) a rational number < 0 

(2) an integer > 0 (4) a rational number > 0 

22 How many real-number solutions does 4x2 + 2x + 5 = 0 have? 

(1) one (3) zero 

(2) two (4) infinitely many 

23 Students were asked to write a formula for the length of a rectangle 
by using the formula for its perimeter, p = 2 + 2w. Three of their 

responses are shown below.
 

1I. = 2 p - w 

II. = 
1 (p - 2w)2 

p � 2w
III. = 

2 

Which responses are correct? 

(1) I and II, only (3) I and III, only 

(2) II and III, only (4) I, II, and III 

24 If a = n(a  1) and a1 = 1, what is the value of a5?n n -

(1) 5 (3) 120 

(2) 20 (4) 720 
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Part II 

Answer all 8 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [16] 

25 Graph f(x) = x+2  over the domain -2 < x < 7. 

y 

x 
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26 Caleb claims that the ordered pairs shown in the table below are from a nonlinear function. 

x f(x) 

0 2 

1 4 

2 8 

3  16  

State if Caleb is correct. Explain your reasoning. 
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   27 Solve for x to the nearest tenth: x2 + x - 5 = 0. 
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28 The graph of the function p(x) is represented below. On the same set of axes, sketch the function 
p(x + 2). 

y 

x 
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   29 When an apple is dropped from a tower 256 feet high, the function h(t) = -16t2 + 256 models 
the height of the apple, in feet, after t seconds. Determine, algebraically, the number of seconds 
it takes the apple to hit the ground. 
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30 Solve the equation below algebraically for the exact value of x. 

6 - 2 (x + 5) = 4x
3
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 31 Is the product of 16  and 4 rational or irrational? Explain your reasoning.
7
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32 On the set of axes below, graph the piecewise function: 

1
� x x�, 2 

f(x) = 2 

, � 2x x  

f(x) 

x 
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Part III 

Answer all 4 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil.  [16] 

33 A population of rabbits in a lab, p(x), can be modeled by the function p(x) = 20(1.014)x, where x 
represents the number of days since the population was first counted. 

Explain what 20 and 1.014 represent in the context of the problem. 

Determine, to the nearest tenth, the average rate of change from day 50 to day 100. 

Algebra I – June ’18 [18] 



  

 

 

 

34 There are two parking garages in Beacon Falls. Garage A charges $7.00 to park for the first 2 
hours, and each additional hour costs $3.00. Garage B charges $3.25 per hour to park. 

When a person parks for at least 2 hours, write equations to model the cost of parking for a total 
of x hours in Garage A and Garage B. 

Determine algebraically the number of hours when the cost of parking at both garages will be the 
same. 
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35 On the set of axes below, graph the following system of inequalities: 

2y + 3x < 14
 
4x - y < 2
 

y 

x 

Determine if the point (1,2) is in the solution set. Explain your answer. 
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36 The percentage of students scoring 85 or better on a mathematics final exam and an English final 
exam during a recent school year for seven schools is shown in the table below. 

Percentage of Students 
Scoring 85 or Better 

Mathematics, x English, y 

27 46 

12 28 

13 45 

10 34 

30 56 

45 67 

20 42 

Write the linear regression equation for these data, rounding all values to the nearest hundredth. 

State the correlation coefficient of the linear regression equation, to the nearest hundredth. 
Explain the meaning of this value in the context of these data. 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
Utilize the information provided to determine your answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily 
drawn to scale. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. 
All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done 
in pencil. [6] 

37 Dylan has a bank that sorts coins as they are dropped into it. A panel on the front displays the total 
number of coins inside as well as the total value of these coins. The panel shows 90 coins with a 
value of $17.55 inside of the bank. 

If Dylan only collects dimes and quarters, write a system of equations in two variables or an 
equation in one variable that could be used to model this situation. 

Using your equation or system of equations, algebraically determine the number of quarters Dylan 
has in his bank. 

Question 37 is continued on the next page. 
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Question 37 continued 

Dylan’s mom told him that she would replace each one of his dimes with a quarter. If he uses all 
of his coins, determine if Dylan would then have enough money to buy a game priced at $20.98 if 
he must also pay an 8% sales tax. Justify your answer. 
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Part I 

Answer all 24 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial 
credit will be allowed. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your 
answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For each statement or question, 
choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers 
the question. Record your answers on your separate answer sheet. [ 48] 

·4f ~ Z <. 2 ( ~~s;) Use this space for 

"2 f> 1' \ ~ f> -to '!* computations. 

p1-I <. '5" 

-~_,, ____ ..... -~------·--··-':! __ -------

I The solution to 4p + 2 < 2(p + 5) is 1) i 
(1) p > -6 (3) p > 4 '5"" 
(2)p<-6 ~s. 

------· 
k(J<.) ;;:. 2 J(~ - s sx 

2 If k(x) = 2x2 - 3Fx, then k(9) is 'K(9) ~ 2(qJ -3 rr 
(1) 315 (3) 159 G :"'. 3 (2"" 
(2) 307 A-0! .. 53 J ~) :: 2. B '/ - ;;1/ 

~---~-~-· \(~) -::: ( "7. -9 
\((?) == u ~ n 

3 The expression 3(x2 + 2x - 3) - 4(4x2 - 7x + 5) is equivalent to ) / 't. ?) 

(1) -13x - 22x + 11 (3) 19x2 - 22x + 11 -/f- z. + 2 X -3 -4t '-11' • 7j,. +~ 
U2) - 13x2 + 34x - 20 ( 4) 19x2 + 34x - 29 -{_' 2. 0 

4 The zeros of the function p(x) = x2 - 2x - 24 are 

(1) -8 and 3 ((3) -4 and D 
(2) -6 and 4 (4) -3 and 8 

p(f.) = x l - 2 'f.. ~ 2 c..i 

0 = x -z_ '2 ~ - 24 

0 = (j. -1:,)& 4- Cf) 
~1 x - {:, -::::. 0 

-H.e..o 12< ~ b J 
; r x +__;4~~_.,=;-_, 
~~ \! )( ~ -Lf 

1L-----
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3xz +h X -9 - lb Xz-\o-28;< -

3~i-11, xz. .,., x +28;(- 9 -20 
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5 The box plot below summarizes the data for the average monthly high 
temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit for Orlando, Florida. 

\\\\~ Qt rVleJL~ o, tfi.o-1' 

70 75 80 85 95 

The third Quartile is 

Use this space for 
computations. 

• 
(1) 92 ---------·---------·-~~-, 

([2) 9Ct:) 

6 Joy wants to buy strawberries and r berries to bring to a party. 
Strawb rrie cost 1.60 r oun and ras be · er 

..£Ound9 If she only has Sl,O to spend on berries, which inequality 
represents the situation where she buys 1 pounds of strawberries and 
ypounds of raspberriesf 

all i.66x + i.1sji :s; 1q) (3) L75x + I.60y < 10 

(2) l.60x + l.75y > 10 (4) l.75x + l.60y > 10 

7 On the main floor of the Kodak Hall at the Eastman Theater, 
the number of seats per row increases at a constant raw. 
Steven counts 31 seats in row 3 and 37 seats in row 6. '1 

How many seats are there in row 20? \ l.... 
(1) 65 (3) 69 ' ( 
(2) 67 

.3 
4 

Algebra I-June '18 "'!)" 

(4) 71 
\~ 

--

[3] 

.,~·' ~ ...... ~s 

3 31 >z 
~ 33 )z 
~ J'S > 2 

' 37 
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Use this space for 

9 Students were asked to name their favorite sport from a list ofbasketball, computations. 

L. I r " 5"B+ 41 ::: 9 9 
I '< e.. .::> OC.C(L/ • $"0 
\ o\-a.l: 12 b+qq-r25:.2 

soccer, or tennis. The results are shown in the table below. 

Basketball Soccer Tennis 

!l!L -::: ..!:-
2~0 ,oo 

Girls 42 58 20 
Boys 84 41 5 

9'1 ==2~0 qqoo -:: z so X 
.,Wh9t percentage of the students chose soccer as their favorite sport? 

((1} 39.6%~ (3) 50.4% ~ ;;. x " 

(2) 414% -~:~~~-------------~ @ -::.~ -
10 The trinomialx2 - 14x + 49 can be expressed as Iv ~~6 ___ ,, ___ ,,_ 

:f°"\ t!.'-7){~-7) Cil) (~ - 7)Si (3) (x - 7)(x + 7) 

(2) (x + 7)2 (4) (x - 7)(x + 2) X 2 - 7 X - 7 )< ..\-' 4 q / 
X z _ I 'Ix + '4'1 v --- .. '---..... 

11 A function is defined as {(O,l), (2,3), (5,8), (7,2)}. Isaac is asked to _______ __.. 0 
create one more ordered pair for the function. Which ordered pair tb< e.~ 0cl v-e_ o-f 
can he add to the set to keep it a function? () \ · 

JI'[ (0,2) Z<2t"O ~ ~~\~vi\ ~ (7,0) 7 is ra:., ~ ~ ..... : .R '2. x. \""' 0- *°"-"'C....\\ 0 .(\.I 

~ (5,3) )is fO:,rei ...Al 8 @(1,3D -\"-""e..re... c_c......_ ~e.. 0 -"-e.. 
7 l\ \~ O'f'tl. Jo.:'\""'L 

0-f'-O- &:>...,...,. { 

12 The quadratic equation x2 - 6x = 12 is rewritten in the form 
(x +,]ii/ = q, where q is a constant. What is the yalue of p? 

(1) -12 ~) -3~ 

c -{! t. ·---------

(2) -9 (4) 9 

xz-{:;~=\Z.. 

x z. - I:. 'I- + <.::_ 3 )" ::. \ l .tr (-"5) z. 

(x-- 3).,_~ 1z.ir9 

(x-3/ ~ Z\ 
(t,~~Y ~ q_ 

p ~-3 
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13 Which of the quadratic functions below has the smallest minimum computations. 

value? 

· uerfe.~ 1-S J.(iJ-7) uv--k_x ~~ J- (. 5.~J -2.zi) 
~ 0 /VJ/'1 t-l -7 St> mi"'- i's' f::-2.zs) 

h(x) = x2 + 2x - 6 k(x) = (x + 5)(x + 2) 

(1) (3) 

g(x) 

x x f(x) 

-1 -2 

0 -5 

1 -6 

2 -5 

3 -2 

Af\S~/ ::=:> {2) · ( 4) 

Ut!r.l.e.~ t:s c:-.f G1 -lo) 
~ 0 ,-n; ~ '.s - ) 0 \ ~ \~d 

14 Which situation is not a linear function? CP"'s-to-- e..,. 
(1) A gym charges a membership fee of $10.00 down and $10.00 per . ~ ~~"-j ..,... 

th K o~ ; .-"'. e,.. o--
~mon _. . I"-...__)-!!)) ~. . . (" 

(2) A cab oompany charges $2.50 initially and $3.00 eer mile. <~ \;,.. .,_'\.. , ;, ,.5 
(3) A restaurant employee earns $12.50 per hour. ~ _ .() l"',..t-· 

(4) A $12,000 car depreciates 1 % per ye . 

e_,i. ~o "e. """*\a...'\ <""" ~e.- o..C. c. \...c.. """":J e... 
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,_ Use this space for 
15 The Utica Boilermaker is a 15-kilometer road race. Sara is signed up computations. 

to run this race and has done the following training runs: () 

/ _Use. ~e.. ~c°'"~Q.- fla-~e \ 
.,/'I. 10 miles ~ -0 
}<' II. 44,880 feet \ "c'N'\ : 0 · 0 2 ~ ,\u 
X III. 15,560 yards I c:; k:""" ::: I!" { O.bZ-.) 'f'V'>\\e.!> 

Which run(s) are at least 15 kilometers? l ~ k>l'W'\ :::. q 1 ~ ~ \ \ u 
Q1) I, ;n0 (3) I and III 'S"°k <. \ O ..,.,: '\Q.S 

(2) II, only (4) II and III l I :: \ L =- s-2. eo {!-\- ~) 
C/.3~,\u:: q,3(~280 

...---__ 9 ? ~' \..s :=. q 9, \ 0 4 .c+. 
16 Iff(x) = x2 + 2, which interval describes the range ofthis function? ~' u, ~--()' I. t.19.'J IO'-) .c>..t. 

X(1) (-00,00) J~Ma.'11"\. ~(""~ "j Q.. "If 'T ,,wt-1" 

(2) [O,oo) (4) (-oo,2] · ',.\,\~ ""- \ 760 yo.'J~) 
P..J jr- J ~;~5 dc..J.._+.,,- a.J \.,.5p....& .fl..L ~ Q3,;1'1u: 9,.J{1?UJ'fo. 

17 The amount Mike gets paid weekly can be represented by the 9,.f ,..; Jct=' /6,368'/a-r>s 
expression 2.50a + 290, where!!:._ is the number of cell phone \ ,,,,.,.) "'1!!!"/() "~ L., ,1sl/J't,Js 
accessories he sells that week. What is the constant term in this ~ i ":ii 0 f _ ___ ....,, ' 

-expression and what does it represent? 

(1) 2.50a, the amount he is guaranteed to be paid each week 

(2) 2.50a, the amount he earns when he sells a accessories 

(3) 290 the amount he is guaranteed to be paid each week 

(4) 290, the amount he earns when he sells a accessories 

Algebra I-June '18 [6] 



18 A cubic function is graphed on the set of axes below. 

y 

Which function could represent this graph? 

(1) f(x) = (x - 3)(x - l)(x + 1) 

C (i) g(x) = (x + 3)(x ~ l)(x - l)::J 

(3) h(x) = (x - 3)(x - l)(x + 3) 

(4) k(x) = (x + 3)(x + l)(x - 3) 

Algebra I - June '18 

x 

[7] 

X=-3 
x = -) 

x = \ 

Use this space for 
computations. 
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19 Mrs. Allard asked her students to identify which of the polynomials 
below are in standard form and explain why. 

I. 15x4 - 6x + 3x2 - 1 No 
II. 12x3 + 8x + 4 "Jes 
III. 2x5 + 8x2 + lOx '{e_s 

Which student's response is correct? 

(1) Tyler said I and II because the coefficients are decreasing. 

(2) Susan said only II because all the numbers are decreasing. 

@ Fred~_:ri;l ~!.~d III because thee onents are decreasing. 

(4) Alyssa said II and III because they each have three terms. 

Use this space for 
computations. 

. ~~ 
\-t> C'~ 

\e...~ 
/ ':JcQ...s v-~ 

20 Which graph does not represent a function that is always increasing, 
over the entire interval -2 < x < 2? -

y 

x 

(1) (3) 

y y 

x x 

(2) (4) 

Algebra I - June '18 [8] 



21 At an. ice cream shop, the profit, P(c), is modeled by the function 
P(c) = 0.87c, where c re'2resents the number of ice cream cones sold. 

Q -An appropriate domain for this function is 

X (1) an integer ~ 0 )(,(3) a~al number < 0 

@ an i~~eger ~ <[) X ( 4) a ratisal number > 0 

Q. b c.. 
22 How many real-number solutions does 4x2 + 2x + 5 = 0 have? 

( 1) one '(3) zero J 
(2) two (4) infinitely many 

23 Students were asked to write a formula for the length of a rectangle 
by using the formula for its perimeter, p = 2.f + 2w. Three of their 
responses are shown below. 

h f=~p-w 

e = ~(p - 2w) 

/i p - 2w 
V III. f = 2 

Which responses are correct? 

(1) I and II, only 

(2) II and III, only 

24 If an= n(an -i) and a1 =1, what is the value of a5? 

(1) 5 <@!20 ~ 
(2) 20 (4) 720 

\ 

\ 2 

Algebra I - June '18 [9] 
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Part II 

Answer all 8 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only I credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [ 16] 

25 Graphf(x) = ~x+2 over the domain -2 < x < 7. 

..{ .f rA- l-~ 7' c ::i:::-_, p..} ..Q.."' c:.. ..\-:0 ...,,. ,:,.. j' ,.. ... f'I:.., ~ "\ 
CQ.\ c-..\ g,_~or a.."'~ ~s «.., 4-a...\\-'c....... 
()r uJ ~· s +o f' of +~L. j' ('o.~"' 
Por i."".\- r UA..\ Y 

Algebra I - June '18 [10] 
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26 Caleb claims that the ordered pairs shown in the table below are from a nonlinear function. 

x f(x) /1 f ' 
l < r--0--t---2~> 2 

t L.. 1 4 7'+ 
l < 32 8 

16 >~ 

State if Caleb is correct. Explain your reasoning. 

Algebra I - June '18 

"" o...~'l.. ().... C.oV\. ~·o...~~ 
c ~ 0-./\. j e_. ) s 0 \..\- \ s 

\ l ;.,,. e..~ \ .Q ~"' c..4- ~ C> A. . 
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27 Solve for x to the_neare~ teµth: x2 + x 5 0. 

t t '\ 
Q:-) b=\ C=-!) 

x ::0 - lo ±.J 't/- 4 o....C. ,,_ .. 

2a-
x = -(1) ± [c1) 2 - l\ (1) c-s) -

:;_(,) 

"'/.=- -::' ±J 1+20 
2 

x =- -\ ± J 2.1 -

z 

')( = .::l ± I.I . S-9 
z 

x =- -[-:... 4.~_::: ~ =-l.19=[§) 
,,2 

Cl~ .k .,__;, ... ~ ~ ,0-~\.. ~ "'\ c.c..\ ~ ..J. o....\-"' c. 

)( =' 1, 7 q 1 2 a 1 e Y::: o / 

x,,. -z. 7'11 z. se 'f =-o / 
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28 The graph of the function p(x) is represented below. On the same set of axes, sketch the function 
p(x + 2). ---

y 

x 

Algebra I - June '18 [13] [OVER] 



29 When an apple is dropped from a tower 256 feet high, the function h(t) = -16t2 + 256 models 
the height of the apple, in feet, after t seconds. Determine, algebraically, the number of seconds 
it takes the apple to hit the ground. 

llt) ::o 

cJ,et.-\.._ 
~ 

Algebra I - June '18 

h(c) = -11:>t 2 +ZS-6 

C) := - Jkt i. + Z~b 

/biz:; 2S°""b 

.1. 2- -::. I b 
l.. 

t :::[4 s~~~sJ 
O-v-..S ...,...> ca_ r 

-lb (ll/" + 2 ~b ~lll) --
- I b (I b.) ~ 2 S"b hl c.1) ---

h { ll) - -2~~ + 2S-b -
/ ~ l '-') - 0 -

(14] 



30 Solve the equation below algebraically for the exact value of x. 

Algebra I - June '18 

6::. 4 X + f(x~ ~) 

b ::.- '1 )( 1- .1)- + JJ
/ 8=I2 '>< +2.)( -+-10 

~ =::: 14' x 
_a. :. x 
J '-1 

l}I:~ 

-~ 
- 7 

~ - ia 
2. \ 

-~ 
- "7 

\ 2.£_ - .18.. 
2' 2. \ 

- ~ft 
- Z..l 

/ 
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31 Is the product of .Jl6 and ~ rational or irrational? Explain your reasoning. 

4 rJ: OAj ~ '---~ b ~r \_s a_ "'--N--_\~r +"'J-
C "'--"" b e. e_>( ~ re..S 5~ a...s ~IL ns.\ '\. 0 ;;. 

-\-~o ~""-~~ u.s I CLS ,·"" ~ ) ~LI .... bo\l 

a.. ()..."'-.& b 0-C-"- ~"\...\-~er s. 

Jit: iJ \a_\-~ C> "~ 'b e_c._a........s e_ ~ :: L) ::. -t-' 

e> C No ~-r.._\e_Jer..S,, 

(Jib )(J) :: {f )(J) :; 

~")( p\ 0-...-...~ 0" 

-it:~ froJJ. .,,.C --\-._.., 0 

\ Q_ \-'--~ - _ \ "'~..,.__\o .e.r ..s ~ s 
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32 On the set of axes below, graph the piecewise function: 

1-.lx, x < 2 
f(x) = 2 

X, X 2! 2 

f(x) 

Algebra I - June '18 [17] 
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Part III 

Answer all 4 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [ 16] 

33 A population of rabbits in a lab, p(x), can be modeled by the function p(x) = 20(1.014)\ where x 
represents the number of days since the population was first counted. 

Explain what 20 and 1.014 represent in the context of the problem. 

2 D rep re_se."~ ft.e.. /fl;.}-,~ J .::Ji:. of rJbJ.s 
/, C>I t../ refre..se"h- .fhe. ra...-l-e J> :ro..Jk 

Determine, to the nearest tenth, the average rate of change from ~y 50 to day 100..., 
W'IJ . .U! 

t)~ \r~ r .J f fxF' 2o ( 1 · 0 ,.,y '"' .Y'~f \:: · "~ c..o.. \ c. ...l .._~., <" 

i 1 I I I I I .o-" j ::d:" o~ !"C>-bl,; .\-_s 0"" J. Q. r s-' Q 
~~ V'Se -r~b J e -n:> t 

a.."'° d.a..7 \00 

-o~y \ Pc)() l 

~ Ro,..b b .-t..i 

~o 40.oQ 

100, er;;. 3z. 
\. -· 
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34 There are two parking garages in Beacon Falls. Garage A charges $7.00 to park for the first 2 
hours, and each additional hour costs $3.00. Garage B charges $3.25 per hour to park. 

When a person parks for at least 2 hours, write equations to model the cost of parking for a total 
of x hours in Garage A and Garage B. 

h.r X ?2 1 A6'.)::: 7+ '3(x-~ 

h>r x ~ 2 ) 13c,.) ~ 6. S--o +- 3,2S'(x-z.) 

Determine algebraically the number of hours when the cost of parking at both garages will be the 
same. 

A (X) :=; 15&) 

7 .r -g ( x.-z;; = ~.'5'o +-:J. zs- ( x-z) 

7 -r 3 x - ' -::: 6. S-0 4- .J, 2~ x - b ' S' 0 

3 x + ' :: 3, z ~ x 
\ .. 2~X , - x c_~e.~ -.z~ -

DJ - x p,~ f1,.s+ 16 - z. / 7 ,S"O 

3 5-

t/ 4 
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35 On the set of axes below, graph the following system of inequalities: 

t'L :_5t.~ lc./ ~-- 2y + 3x < 14 

_____ 4x_-_Y_<_2~-7 - t L. -'-1A~2 
~~0_5~ 
.. .-\~F' - ~ '-'-. > t.t x -z 

~ . E:;l- ];_ y , ....... 

x Y. '{ Z-

2 10 -\0 

0 7 -2-

2 ~ ~ 

Determine if the point (1,2) is in the solution set. Explain your answer. 

(ii a) .2 y-r 3 )<. ~ I '1 (', ~ /./ X - y L 2 
2(~)t 3~) ~ 'L\ 4{1) -( z) L 2 
y+3~\q ~-2'-2 

7 6 \ 4 V, z 4. 2 rJo 
E'x;0lo.."'£-o"'~ (l,2.) 's ~o~ \~ Re.. so l-.1-~ o.-'\, ,e+ be."'~--s' 

t-f J() e-S it o+ s~f,'.sf. b 1'1\ e ~t .\--~ u • 
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36 The percentage of students scoring 85 or better on a mathematics final exam and an English final 
exam during a recent school year for seven schools is shown in the table below. 

Percentage of Students 
Scoring 85 or Better 

Mathematics, x English,y 

27 46 

12 28 

13 45 

10 34 

30 56 

45 67 

20 42 

Write the ~near regression equation for these data, rounding all values to the nearest hundredth. 

Y;a..x+ b 
a..=. 9S-77 91~ 

(.)ll Q/ y;;;. , 96x -123, ~ h : 23,; 7 O(Q 

r= . 920~ 
State the correlation coefficient of the linear regression equation, to the nearest hundredth. 
Explain the meaning of this value in the context of these data. 

6,., L~ .. "~ : '° "': 
-"fhere.. \S ~ 5 <"o ":j fos'J;..,e.. Cor<"e.\ ...... -\.;ol\. 

sc.o re..sZ 8~ O "- ~e... 
e.~c...\:,LJ o..J kl\~ I~~ e,.,..o .. :M.f;. 

\ V\ se~o()\s . 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
Utilize the information provided to determine your answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily 
drawn to scale. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only I credit. 
All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done 
in pencil. [ 6] 

37 Dylan has a bank that sorts coins as they are dropped into it. A panel on the front displays the total 
number of coins inside as well as the total value of these coins. The panel shows 90 coins with a 
value of $17.55 inside of the bank. d :: :!:kJ.' 'f"\"\E?.511 

~' C.o I\ \J 'n .\· C> \( ~ ~C..'2.:4'\,, \-s q_ ~ ·:\:" 9_-0..f' \ er.S 
If Dylan only collects dimes and quarters, write a system of equations in two vanables or an 
equation in one variable that could be used to model this situation. 

ff. I to cl * .2 s-'l. - \( -5"~ -
&.,,. 2. ~ +- <l - qo -
ff. :Z -/-1 ~e..s IO IOcJ + lOt - 900 -

Using your equation or system of equations, algebraically determine the number of quarters Dylan 
has in his bank. 

-
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10 J + 2. $" ie._::. \ 7 !JS' 

\OJ ~ \0 'l :. 9DO 

Question 37 is continued on the next page. 
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Question 3 7 continued 

Dylan's morn told him that she would replace each one of his dimes with a quarter. Ifhe uses all 
of his coins, determine if Dylan would then have enough money to buy a game priced at $20.98 if 
he must also pay an 8% sales tax. Justify your answer. 

rv\ o ~ r 'Lf l <l..c.e_s e~ J. ~-' <2.. 

~ t_u.a..Ae__r) ~~ ~t \Q.~ ~~\.\ 

9 D l."" o....:-\. e...r.s . 

9o x 2 s- - zz.s-o c.e~-t5 
0 " 11 22. s-o 

-ii.Q. 30--.e_ c:.o~h l 20. CffJ p 1--s 8~ Set.as o.::X. 

I 20. 911 
x l 08 -

~ \ Q..."'- ~-- 'll l'Ot 'k0-"1L. e.t'\ 0~ l . 
~e... ~w..s /122.b~ bi...+ o ~ 

IAo....s II 2 2' 57J. 
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